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ABSTRACT 
Humans solve the so-called "cocktail party problem" with relative ease, and are gener-
ally able to selectively direct their att ention to process and recall acoustic information 
from one sound source in the presence of other irrelevant stimuli that are competing 
for cognitive resources. This ability depends on a variety of factors , including voli-
tional control of selective attention, the ability to store information in memory for 
recall at a later time, and the ability to integrate information across multiple sensory 
modalities. Here, psychophysical and electroencephalography (EEG) experiments 
were conducted to study these three factors. The effects of selective attention on cor-
tical and subcortical structures were examined using EEG recorded during a dichotic 
listening task. Cortical potentials showed robust effects of attention (demonstrated 
by the ability to classify responses to attended and ignored speech based on short seg-
ments of EEG responses); however, potentials originating in t he brainstem did not, 
even though stimuli were engineered to maximize t he separability of the neural repre-
sentation of the competing sources in t he auditory periphery and thus the possibility 
vi 
of seeing attention-specific modulation of subcortical responses. In another study, the 
relationship between object formation and memory processing was explored in a psy-
chophysical experiment examining how sequences of nonverbal auditory stimuli are 
stored and recalled from short-term memory. The results of this study support the 
notion that auditory short-term memory, like visual short-term memory, can be ex-
plained in terms of object formation . In particular, short-term memory performance 
is affected by stream formation and the perceptual costs involved in switching atten-
tion between multiple streams. Finally, effects of audiovisual integration were studied 
in a psychophysical experiment using complex speech-like stimuli (zebra finch songs). 
Results show visual cues improve performance differently depending on whether tar-
get identification is limited by energetic masking or whether it is limited by object 
formation difficulties and uncertainty about when a target occurs. Together, these 
studies support the idea that everyday communication depends on an interplay of 
many mechanisms including attention, memory, and multisensory integration, each 
of which is influenced by perceptual organization. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 
Listeners must constantly process acoustic information originating from many sources 
in order to interact with their environment. The acoustic information may come in the 
form of speech, as in the classically defined "cocktail party" situation (Cherry, 1953), 
or in the form of other nonverbal sounds, such as melodies or environmental sounds. 
However , these sounds almost never occur in isolation, and listeners must selectively 
attend to a particular sound source while ignoring or otherwise suppressing the infor-
mation coming from others in order to effectively process information originating from 
a particular source. The process of parsing a sound mixture into constituent sound 
sources has been termed "auditory scene analysis" (Bregman, 1990), and most indi-
viduals with normal hearing are able to do this with relative ease (Shinn-Cunningham 
and Best, 2008; Shinn-Cunningham, 2009). Additionally, once a listener is able to 
focus on a sound source, both low-level information (such as pitch or loudness) and 
high-level information (such as sound identification or meaning) must be extracted, 
and its representation may be stored in the brain for processing or manipulation 
at some later time. There are a number of factors, pertaining to the properties of 
the sounds emanating from the individual sources comprising an auditory scene and 
the properties of the peripheral and central auditory system, that affect this ability. 
While great strides have been made towards understanding the interaction of these 
factors, many questions persist, particularly as they relate to the neurological bases 
of how listeners cope in complex auditory scenes. 
2 
1.1 Specific Aims 
Here, we examine three of these factors in particular: the neural modulations caused 
by selective attention (Chapter 2) , the limits of auditory short-term memory and how 
properties of an auditory scene affect the representation of sounds within short-term 
memory (Chapters 3-4), and the visual and spatial cues that enable listeners to select 
a sound source from a complex mixture of sounds (Chapter 5). Chapters 2 and 3 are 
currently being prepared for publication, and as such are written in a style suitable 
for manuscript submission. Chapter 5 has previously been published in the Journal 
of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology, and is presented in its unabridged 
form here. 
1.1.1 Aim 1: Examine the neurophysiological responses of cortical and 
subcortical structures during selective attention 
While activity in cortical structures is known to be modulated by selective attention, 
it is less clear whether attention has an effect on structures in the auditory periphery. 
We examined the responses occurring in the brainstem and the cortex by using elec-
troencephalography (EEG) to collect these responses simultaneously. We utilized a 
task in which listeners were required to attend to one of two speech streams that were 
manipulated to produce separable responses in both the brainstem and the cortex. 
Brainstem responses were quantified by examining neural phase locking to the stim-
uli , and cortical responses were quantified using pattern classification. We did not 
observe a significant effect of selective attention on brainstem responses, even when 
cortical responses were found to be modulated (Chapter 2). 
3 
1.1.2 Aim 2: Determine how nonverbal auditory stimuli are stored m 
short-term memory 
Short-term memory for auditory stimuli has received less attention than short-term 
memory for visual stimuli, and nonverbal stimuli have been used in these studies 
even less frequently. We explored the properties of auditory short-term memory for 
sequences of pitched tones and for sequences of dissimilar natural sounds to determine 
how object perception affects memory storage and recall. This was done using two 
behavioral tasks: one a same/different task that tested listeners' ability to recall 
temporal order information about the sequences, and another a present/absent task 
that tested listeners' ability to recall individual elements of each sequence (Chapter 
3) . We observed data on these tasks that was consistent with our hypothesis that 
short-term memory performance is affected by auditory stream formation. We also 
attempted to use EEG recordings to search for neural correlates that might further 
explain the results seen in the behavioral experiments (specifically, in alpha band 
oscillations), but failed to observe any informative task-related modulations in the 
data (Chapter 4). 
1.1.3 Aim 3: Examine the interactions of spatial perception and visual 
cues during selective attention 
While spatial and visual cues each aid listeners in focusing attention, few studies have 
directly examined the interaction of t he two cues and how these cues affect different 
types of listening situations, particularly when listeners have no a priori information 
about when a sound of interest will occur. We conducted an experiment in which 
listeners performed a discrimination task utilizing natural stimuli with complex spec-
trotemporal structure (bird songs), and found differences in t he way visual and spatial 
cues interact when performance is limited by energetic factors and when p erformance 
is limited by sound sources competing for t he listener's attention (Chapter 5). 
4 
Chapter 2 
Simultaneous examination of cortical and 
subcortical neural correlates of selective 
auditory attention 
2.1 Introduction 
The ability to selectively attend to a part icular talker in "cocktail party" situations 
depends on a variety of factors. In addition to non-auditory cues, acoustic features 
such as t he pitch of a talker's voice and spatial continuity enable listeners to selectively 
attend to a given source while ignoring others. The cortical neural correlates of 
this ability have been well characterized in a number of recent functional imaging 
studies, which together suggest that attention serves to enhance the representation 
of attended sounds in the auditory cortex while also weakening the representation 
of ignored sounds (e.g. , Sussman et al. , 2005; Bidet-Caulet et al. , 2007; Ding and 
Simon, 2012) . The auditory evoked potential (AEP) seen in EEG and MEG studies 
show these effects clearly; for example, there is an enhancement of early-mid latency 
AEP peaks (approximately 80-120 ms after the onset of a sound) compared to those 
generated in response to ignored sounds (Hillyard et al., 1973; Woldorff and Hillyard, 
1991; Woldorff et al. , 1993). 
The same EEG setup can be used to record both cortical activity and activity from 
peripheral auditory structures in the brainstem (Campbell et al., 2012). Peripheral 
auditory activity is visible during the first 0-15 ms of the AEP, and is known as 
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the auditory brainstem potential (ABR; Picton et al. , 1981). Due to the phase-
locking properties of the ABR generators, a steady-state brainstem response known 
as the frequency following response (FFR) can be measured when a periodic auditory 
stimulus is presented (Worden and Marsh, 1968; Moushegian et al., 1973; Glaser 
et al., 1976; Krishnan, 2006). As such, stimulation of the brainstem with these kinds 
of stimuli results in a response that is highly correlated with the temporal structure 
of the stimulus (Galbraith and Doan, 1995; Skoe and Kraus, 2010a; Duet al., 2011). 
The scalp-recorded ABR technique seems well-suited for studying whether atten-
tion modulates responses in subcortical portions of the auditory pathway, as any 
attentional effects might manifest themselves in the EEG recording as changes in the 
morphologies of the onset-evoked waves or the FFR. However, whether or not there 
is an effect of attention that can be seen in these measures of brainstem activity is a 
question that has not been answered definitively. 
The auditory cortex, which is known to be modulated by attention (Scherg et al. , 
1989; Woldorff et al., 1993; Alho et al., 2012), projects directly to numerous brainstem 
structures including the inferior colliculus (IC), superior olivary complex (SOC), and 
the cochlear nucleus (CN) (Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010). One study using fMRI 
has found greater activity in contralateral IC when listeners direct their attention to 
tones played from a paJ:ticular direction (Rinne et al., 2008). Cochlear function has 
also been found to be affected by attention (Giard et al., 1994; Maison et al., 2001; 
Delano et al., 2007), suggesting that descending pathways are influential at the earliest 
stages of sound processing. 
Despite the evidence from other functional imaging modalities, there are multi-
ple conflicting reports on whether the effects of attention can be observed in scalp-
recorded brainstem potentials. For example, several studies examining short-latency 
ABRs in humans have failed to find any effects of attention in these responses (e.g., 
6 
Woldorff et al., 1987; Connolly et al., 1989; Gregory et al., 1989; Hackley et al., 
1990). However, other studies on short-latency brainstem responses have reported 
that attention to visual stimuli during auditory stimulation diminishes the ampli-
tude and increases the latency of the brainstem response waves originating in the 
auditory nerve (Lukas, 1980, 1981) and in the olivocochlear bundle (Lukas, 1980). 
Increased onset-evoked wave peak-to-peak latencies have also been observed when 
listeners heard stimuli while distracted with other auditory stimuli or while reading 
(Brix, 1984). In studies looking specifically at brainstem FFRs, amplitude modula-
tions have been reported in intra- (Galbraith et al., 1998) and intermodal (Galbraith 
et al., 2003) attention tasks. Another study (Hoormann et al. , 2000) found that at-
tention reduced FFR latencies during intramodal auditory selective attention tasks, 
but not in intermodal attention tasks; however, this latency shift was later attributed 
to the mechanisms of exogenous spatial attention (i.e. , bottom-up rather than top-
down attention; Hoormann et al., 2004). Taken together, there does not seem to be 
conclusive evidence as to whether or not selective attention modulates subcortical 
processing in a task-specific manner. 
Some of the difficulties in seeing consistent experimental effects in the brainstem 
might be due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the neural activity detected 
using functional imaging, especially when studying the brainstem using scalp-recorded 
potentials. To maximize SNR and obtain a consistent result might require the use of 
an attentionally demanding task (moreso than the deviant detection tasks that were 
used in many of the studies described above) and a way to isolate stimulus-specific 
effects within the brainstem (for example, effects specific to pitch, frequency bands, 
or ear of presentation). Furthermore, top-down changes in brainstem activity might 
only be observable when subjects focus their attention to a particular stimulus over 
a relatively long period of time (on the order of several seconds or longer; e.g., see 
7 
Skoe and Kraus, 2010b). 
Our goal was explore these possibilities by designing a continuous listening task 
requiring that listeners sustain attention to one stream while simultaneously ignoring 
another in order to make the required behavioral judgement. We designed an EEG 
experiment utilizing a 1-back-like task (similar to those used in memory studies) and 
dichotic stimuli that generated brainstem FFRs in which the responses to the two 
competing streams were resolvable. Subjects were required to monitor one stream 
of rapidly presented spoken digits and detect the occurrence of two consecutive, in-
creasing digits in the presence of a distractor stream presented from the opposite ear. 
The digits within each stream were presented asynchronously to allow responses to 
attended and ignored digits to be resolved in time. Each stream was also fixed with 
a different fundamental carrier frequency to allow the FFRs to be resolved in the 
frequency domain and to facilitate subjects' perceptual segregation of the streams 
by pitch in addition to space. While we expected these manipulations to result in 
modulations of both brainstem and cortical activity, we expected that the rapid rate 
of stimulus presentation coupled with the use of multiple speech tokens would result 
in difficulties interpreting the direct AEPs in cortical responses. As such, we utilized 
a pattern classification method to determine whether morphological changes due to 
attention could be reliably decoded from small segments of cortical responses, with 
the reasoning that any effects of selective attention on digit responses would result 
in consistent , above-chance discriminability between cortical responses to digits pre-
sented in each ear. By measuring both subcortical and cortical responses in the same 
experiment, we could directly compare attentional modulation strength in both levels 
of the auditory system for the same task. 
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2.2 Methods 
A total of 10 subjects ( 4 males, 6 females, ages 18-28) recruited from the Boston 
University student population participated in the experiment; all were screened by an 
audiologist to confirm that they had normal hearing (defined as hearing loss less than 
20 dB in either ear, and without more than a 20 dB asymmetry in thresholds across 
ears at audiometric frequencies). Subjects signed informed consent forms approved by 
the Boston University Charles River Campus IRB and were compensated $20/hour 
for their participation. Each subject participated in 3 or 4 experimental sessions, 
each lasting approximately 2 hours, completing at most one session per day. 
During data collection, an intermittent headphone connection problem required 
us to discard the data from several sessions. This resulted in the exclusion of one 
subject from the data analysis because there was not enough reliable data to analyze. 
All other subjects had at least 2 problem-free recording sessions. 
All subjects whose data were analyzed were right handed as defined by the Edin-
burgh handedness survey (Oldfield, 1971). 
2.2.1 Experimental conditions, stimulus design, and presentation 
Speech tokens 
The spoken digits 1-5 were recorded by a male member of the laboratory using an Au-
dio Technica (Tokyo, Japan) AT4033 microphone and digitized with 16-bit precision 
at a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz using an Apogee Duet audio interface (Apogee; Santa 
Monica, CA, US) with a 40 Hz high pass filter applied. Silent portions around the 
speech tokens were trimmed using Digital Performer 7 software (MOTU; Cambrige, 
MA, USA). 
All stimulus processing took place in Matlab (Mathworks; Natick, MA, USA). A 
50 ms cosine squared ramp was applied to each of the original speech tokens, and 
9 
all tokens were downsampled to 24,414 Hz. The resampled tokens were then "shelf" 
filtered from 600-3,000 Hz, boosting the high-frequency content of the signal that 
would be important for the observation of phase-locking to the stimulus envelope in 
the brainstem (Dau, 2003). 
Vocoding procedure 
Channel vocoding was employed to impose a fixed carrier pitch on the speech wave-
forms; this procedure replaced the temporal fine structure of the speech tokens with 
impulse trains at one of two frequencies (97 Hz or 113 Hz) but preserved the enve-
lope of the original speech waveforms, thus preserving the intelligibility of the speech 
tokens (Shannon et al. , 1995). To maximize the separation of the peripheral repre-
sentations of each digit on dichotic trials, each token was synthesized using only half 
the vocoder bands (either odd or even; see Figure 2.1A). On any given trial, the two 
competing streams used complementary bands, curtailing spectral overlap between 
the streams (Figure 2.1B) and thus maximizing the potential for frequency-specific 
attentional modulation to be observed. 
Digit stream construction 
To create each dichotic stimulus, one carrier frequency was selected as the "attended" 
frequency and assigned to the left or right channel, and the other was designated the 
"distractor" frequency and assigned to the opposite channel; this was done randomly 
on a trial-by-trial basis. For the attended channel, the 120 digits composing the 
stream were chosen in pseudorandom order from the set of 5 digits vocoded with 
the carrier frequency to be attended. Of the tokens in the attended stream, 4-6 of 
these were designated as target start positions; the digit immediately following this 
digit in the target start position was the next consecutive digit in numerical order 
(the target end position; i.e., if position n in the stream is a target start position 
A Digit token 
(1-5) 
8 
100 
10 
97Hz 113Hz 
click train click train 
1000 
Frequency (Hz) 
10000 
Figure 2·1: A: Vocoding procedure; "BPFn" represents bandpass fil-
tering with band n (1 :::; n:::; 16), and "env" represents envelope extrac-
tion (achieved using full-wave rectification and low-pass filtering at 40 
Hz) . B: The vocoding procedure resulted in speech streams with either 
97 Hz or 113 Hz carrier frequencies and with minimally overlapping 
power spectra. On each dichotic experimental trial, a digit stream with 
one of the two carrier frequencies was sent to one ear, and another digit 
stream with the other carrier frequency was presented to the other ear. 
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with value x, then the target end position n + 1 = x + 1, x =1- 5). Constraints were 
imposed such that: 1) digits at non-target positions were never followed by the next 
increasing digit or preceded by the next lowest digit; 2) target start positions were 
separated by at least 10 other digits; and 3) the target start position never occurred in 
the first or last three stream positions. The distractor digit stream was constructed 
similarly; 120 tokens were drawn from the set of 5 digits at the distractor carrier 
frequency, with the only constraint being that no consecutive, increasing digits could 
occur in the sequence. Successive digits within a single stream had a 500 ms onset 
asynchrony, and the distractor stream always started 250 ms after the attend stream. 
This resulted in the listeners hearing digits alternating in each ear every 250 ms, 
separating the onsets in each stream to enhance separability of the cortical responses 
to each digit. An additional set of monaural control conditions were constructed 
identically to the dichotic stimuli, except that no distractor stream was included. On 
half of all trials, the output stimulus was inverted in polarity to allow for separate 
analysis of the envelope and "spectral" FFRs (i.e. , phase locking to the temporal fine 
structure of the stimulus; see Aiken and Picton, 2008 and Skoe and Kraus, 2010a). 
These manipulations (2 frequencies x 2 attended locations x 2 polarities for 
both dichotic and monaural stimuli) were counterbalanced across all experimental 
conditions for each session. Within an experimental session, each trial type was 
repeated twice, for a total of 32 trials per session. 
Stimulus presentation and task details 
Experimental flow was controlled in Matlab with the PsychToolbox 3 (Brainard, 1997; 
Kleiner et al., 2007) extension installed to draw visual cues on screen. Matlab was 
interfaced with Tucker-Davis Technologies (Alachua, FL, USA) System 3 hardware 
for D j A conversion and playback over Etymotic (Ell<: Grove Village, IL, USA) ER-1 
insert earphones. Listeners were seated in a sound-isolating booth (Eckel; Cambridge, 
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MA, USA) for the duration of the experiment. 
At the start of each trial, a small cross was presented in the middle of the screen, 
and subjects were instructed to fixate their gaze on it without blinking excessively. 
Prior to the start of sound playback, a small arrow was drawn on screen to indicate 
which of the two channels the subject should attend. The arrow disappeared after 1 
second and audio playback commenced. Subjects pressed a button on a response box 
whenever they detected a target sequence (two sequential numbers in a row in the 
target stream). Subjects were considered as having missed a target if they did not 
respond within 2 seconds of the occurrence of a target end digit. Once playback was 
complete, the cross in the center of the screen turned red, and listeners were able to 
rest before beginning the next trial (at their discretion). No formal form of feedback 
was given to subjects during the task. Each trial lasted a little longer than a minute 
each, and subjects were required to take a short break after every 8 trials. 
2.2.2 EEG recording and analysis procedures 
EEG data was collected from subjects during the task using a Biosemi (Amsterdam, 
Netherlands) ActiveTwo system sampling at 16,384 Hz. Responses were collected 
from 32 scalp electrodes arranged in standard 10/20 configuration. An electrode 
affixed to each earlobe collected reference signals for offline analysis. Four addi-
tional electrodes were used to collect horizontal and vertical EOG. A separate channel 
recorded event markers indicating the time of each digit onset and subject response 
button presses. 
The recorded EEG datasets were imported into Matlab using custom versions of 
the BDF import functions in the EEGLAB software package (Delorme and Makeig, 
2004). Data processing was undertaken using a combination of custom-written anal-
ysis scripts that utilized Matlab and EEGLAB functions. Data was combined across 
recording sessions for each subject. After cortical- or brainstem-specific preprocessing 
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steps (described in detail below), all data analyses were performed on 500 ms long 
epochs starting with the onset of each digit (Figure 2.2). 
Brainstem response analysis 
The 32 channels of scalp data and signals from reference electrodes were bandpass 
filtered from 70-3,000 Hz and referenced separately to each earlobe for the purpose of 
obtaining the ipsilaterally referenced response for each digit presented in the left and 
right ears. After removing responses corresponding to the first or last six digit onsets 
per stream, the data was then split into epochs lasting 500 ms after a sound and 
grouped according to whether each epoch aligned to digits from the attended stream, 
the ignored stream, or a monaural stream, and whether the stream had a carrier 
frequency of 97 Hz or a carrier frequency of 113 Hz. This meant that responses 
from both the attended and the ignored digits were present in each epoch collected 
during dichotic stimulation. However, the responses to each digit should have distinct 
and dissociable frequency components given the selected carrier frequencies used to 
generate each stream. As a final data hygiene step, we used a rejection threshold of 50 
f.1 V to identify and remove artifact-contaminated channels and epochs from analysis. 
All data from a particular channel was discarded if > 10% of the epochs recorded 
from that channel across all of a subject's experimental sessions contained artifacts. 
After channel rejection, if any given epoch contained artifacts in any channel, the 
entire epoch was discarded. 
FFRs to the stimulus envelope and temporal fine structure were analyzed to in-
vestigate attentional modulation of brainstem responses. For each experimental con-
dition, 800 epochs per condition were drawn randomly with replacement ( 400 per 
stimulus polarity). To analyze the envelope response, responses to opposite polari-
ties were treated identically in all calculations; during analysis of the temporal fine 
structure responses, the responses to the negative polarity stimuli were inverted to 
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L:: - - Attended digit onsets 
--Ignored digit onsets 
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C3~ 
Cz
C4~ 
Attended epochs Ignored epochs 
1 -40Hz 
Bralnstem data 
Cortical data 
Figure 2·2: Normalized audio waveforms and data from 3 electrodes 
(C3, Cz, and C4, indicated by diamonds on the scalp map) , as well as 
their corresponding attended/ignored epochs, are shown for an example 
subject performing a dichotic trial. In this particular example, the to-
be-attended signal was presented to the left ear, and the to-be-ignored 
signal was presented to the right ear. EEG data was filtered (1-40 Hz 
for cortical data, 70-3,000 Hz for brainstem) and referenced (average 
earlobe reference for cortical data, individual earlobes for brainstem 
data) offline prior to breaking the data into epochs corresponding to 
attended and ignored digit onsets. Brainstem data was further bro-
ken down by attended and ignored frequencies (e.g., "attend 113 Hz", 
"ignore 97 Hz" ). 
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emphasize phase-locking to higher-frequency stimulus components (Skoe and Kraus, 
2010a). Phase-locking values (Lachaux et al., 1999) were computed, with a modifi-
cation to the procedure implemented to utilize information from multiple electrode 
locations effectively (i.e., by considering the cross-spectral density matrix across elec-
trodes in the PLV calculation; see Brillinger, 2001, chap. 9 and Bharadwaj and 
Shinn-Cunningham, 2013 for details). Final phase-locking values were obtained by 
averaging across 100 bootstrap repetitions. 
For both envelope and spectral FFRs, phase locking values to the first 10 har-
monics of 97 Hz and 113 Hz were considered. A phase locking peak at a particular 
frequency was considered significant if the computed Z score was greater than 3.09 
standard deviations above the mean of a noise model computed for the same boot-
strapping parameters (corresponding top::::; 0.001). To check for statistical differences 
across experimental conditions, repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
conducted in R (R Core Team, 2012) with frequency and presentation type (monaural, 
attended, ignored) as factors. 
Cortical data analysis 
The 32 channels of scalp data and reference electrodes were bandpass filtered from 
1-40Hz and referenced to the averaged earlobe signals. EOG channels were bandpass 
filtered from 1-10 Hz and the difference was taken across horizontal and vertical 
electrodes; an absolute difference greater than ±65 11 V was used as a threshold to 
determine when eyeblinks or horizontal saccades occurred. This information was 
utilized in the signal-space projection method (Uusitalo and Ilmoniemi, 1997) to 
remove eyeblink artifacts from the scalp data. This data was then sorted into epochs. 
Epochs corresponding to the first or last six digit onsets per stream, per trial were 
removed. Each channel within an epoch was baseline corrected using the average value 
of the signal of the 10 ms prior to sound onset. The data was then downsampled to 
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256 Hz. After rejection of epochs containing artifacts (a deflection of 50 p,V in any 
channel), epochs were grouped into conditions based only on whether the subject was 
attending or ignoring the digit corresponding to that epoch. Since we were interested 
in verifying the effect of selective attention during dichotic listening and comparing 
that against any modulations seen in the brainstem data, the monaural condition was 
not analyzed. 
P attern classification was utilized to examine whether selective attention differen-
tially affected responses to attended and ignored digits. Our approach utilized princi-
pal component analysis to achieve data reduction (since classification routines might 
be subject to "overfitting" to noisy or uninformative features within the dataset) and 
fed to a linear support vector machine (SVM), which determines a best-fit hyperplane 
that separates two classes of training data (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). We evaluated 
the validity of this decision rule by testing it with an independent set of data not 
used for SVM training. 
Classifier training For each subject , 90% of the trial data was used as a training 
set for the procedure. In the training step (Figure 2.3, left), k successive attended or 
k successive ignored epochs (1 ::; k ::; 20) were averaged together to form a surrogate 
set of data with 32 channels, 128 time points , and A or I epochs for the attended and 
ignored datasets, respectively. For each electrode e, the A t ime series corresponding 
to the attended set and the I time series corresponding to the ignored set were 
concatenated, and temporal PCA (treating each time point as a variable and each 
time series as an observation) was applied to the result. This created a 128 x 128 
loading matrix We for that particular electrode. Of the 128 columns corresponding 
to the principal factor loadings, the first N (1 ::; N ::; 20) were kept to create a 
weighting matrix We. This weighting matrix was applied back to each time series in 
the surrogate datasets to transform the set of data into principal component space. 
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This process was repeated for all 32 electrodes separately for all attended and ignored 
trials in the set, resulting in each entry in the surrogate datasets being represented by 
a single vector with N x 32 elements. These vectors, or "training features, " were input 
to Matlab's svmtrain function to determine the hyperplane (decision rule) separating 
the data into two classes based on the properties of the vectors. 
Classifier testing To test this decision rule with the remaining 10% of trials (Figure 
2.3, right), series of k successive epochs within a trial were averaged together to form 
32 channel x 128 time point surrogate test datasets. The weighting matrices obtained 
for each electrode in the training step were applied to each electrode's 128 point time 
series in the test datasets, and the resulting features were concatenated to create 
the vector to be classified. This test observation was passed to Matlab's svmclassify 
routine to determine whether the epochs that were averaged together belonged to the 
attended set of epochs or the ignored set of epochs. The SVM-determined labels were 
then compared against the actual identities of the averaged epochs to determine the 
accuracy of the SVM decision rule for parameters k and N. 
Cross-validation and repeatability The entire procedure of training and classifi-
cation was repeated 100 times with different trials used for training and classification 
each time. For each run, the exact number of training and testing vectors varied 
depended on the number of art ifact-free trials and how many epochs were combined 
prior to classification (from approximately 15 to 1000) . 
Correlation analysis 
In light of a recent study suggesting that patterns of phase locking may explain dif-
ferences in selective listening tasks (Ruggles et al. , 2012), we examined correlations 
between between metrics of task performance, PLV, and the strength of the atten-
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Figure 2·3: In t he training step, reduced datasets were created by av-
eraging over successive epochs separately for attended and ignored con-
dit ions. Temporal principal component analysis was performed on t he 
data from each variable, and a weighting matrix was created from t he 
N best principal components. This weighting matrix was used to trans-
form the original data into principal component space; t he transformed 
data is concatenated across electrodes, then used to t rain t he support 
vector machine algorit hm and determine an optimized hyperplane for 
robust b inary classification. In t he verification step, the weight ing ma-
trix is applied to t he "unknown" data, and the transformed data is 
classified into one of two categories based on where it lies relative to 
t he hyperplane obtained from t he training step. 
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tional modulation seen in cortical data (as measured using maximum classification 
accuracy) using Spearman's rank correlation coefficients. 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Task performance 
Subjects anecdotally reported that they found the sequence-recognition task challeng-
ing, but not overly difficult, and that to perform the task they had to focus on the 
contents of one stream while ignoring the other stream. Despite this, actual task per-
formance , as measured by hit rate and the number of false responses (the percentage 
of a subject's responses that did not occur within two seconds of a target), was mixed 
(Figure 2.4). Subjects who performed reasonably well on the task overall also tended 
to perform even better when presented with a monaural stimulus (higher hit rates 
and lower false response rates), but overall the group performed equally well on the 
monaural and dichotic conditions; two-tailed t-tests showed no significant differences 
in performance across the two conditions in either the hit rate (p = 0. 77) or the false 
response rate (p = 0.24). 
2.3.2 Brainstem FFR data 
For the frequencies chosen for phase-locking analysis , phase-locking was consistently 
observed across subjects only at the fundamental frequencies (97 Hz and 113 Hz) 
of each stream in the envelope response (Figure 2.5); no significant envelope phase 
locking was observed at harmonics of these two frequencies or at their distortion 
products. A significant level of phase locking to the temporal fine structure of the 
113 Hz digits was observed at 339 Hz, but inspection of the data indicated that this 
was a spurious peak not seen consistently across subjects; therefore, the value was 
not analyzed further. 
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Figure 2·4: Task performance shown as hit (A) and false response (B) 
rates. False response rate was defined as the percentage of a subject's 
responses that did not occur within two seconds of a target. Average 
group performance was similar in monaural and dichotic conditions 
using either hit rate (p = 0.77) or false response rate (p = 0.24) as 
a metric. However, a slight majority of subjects (5) showed a lower 
hit rate and greater rate of false responses on dichotic task, which was 
assumed to be more difficult. 
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ANOVA on the envelope phase locking values for the group showed a significant 
main effect of frequency [F(1, 40) = 4.87, p = 0.03], indicating that phase locking to 
the 113 Hz digits was stronger overall than phase locking to the 97 Hz digits. The 
effects of presentation type and the frequency x presentation type interaction were 
not found to be significant [F(2, 40) = 0.48 , p = 0.63 and F(2, 40) = 0.30, p = 0. 74, 
respectively], indicating that there was no difference in the strength of the brainstem 
FFR response between when listeners were selectively attending to a digit stream, 
ignoring that digit stream, or listening to the monaural stream. 
2.3.3 Cortical data 
We observed differences in the EEG responses to attended and ignored stimuli in 
the cortical responses at multiple electrode locations (Figure 2.6, data from electrode 
Cz shown). As expected, the responses did not resemble the canonical shape of 
AEPs traditionally seen in EEG studies of attention and audition. In addition, the 
morphologies of the AEPs differed across subjects. 
Examination of the classification results indicated that the SVM classifier per-
formed above chance for all subjects, and tended to increase as more epochs were 
combined (as k increased; Figure 2.7). Use of 2 or 4 principal components (i.e., 64 
or 128 vector features, respectively) resulted in higher classification accuracies than 
when only 1 principal component (32 vector features) was used (Figure 2.7; red and 
green lines are similar to one another, and are both higher than the blue lines for all 
subjects). When the number of PCA weights retained was greater than about 4, we 
observed that accuracy results did not tend to improve much, and in fact were some-
times worse. This was presumably due to the the classifier overfitting the training 
data, therefore creating a classification rule that failed to generalize to the test data. 
To investigate the possibility that certain electrode locations contributed more 
to discrimination ability than others , spatial PCA (treating electrodes as variables 
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Figure 2·5: Envelope phase locking values calculated at 97Hz (A) and 
at 113 Hz (B) during monaural presentation (gray) , attention to the 
tokens encoded at each frequency (blue) , and when ignoring the tokens 
at each frequency (red) . While significant phase locking was observed 
at 97Hz and 113Hz, these values were not statistically different for the 
monaural, attended, and ignored conditions at either carrier frequency. 
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Figure 2·6: Time domain averages for cortical data; data from elec-
trode Cz (vertex of head) shown. The dashed lines at 250 ms indicate 
the onset time of the digit coming from the opposite ear (i.e., for the 
attended line, the dashed line indicates when the ignored digit onset 
occurred; for the ignored line, the dashed line indicates where the at-
tended digit onset occurred). Most subjects showed a clear difference 
between attended and ignored cortical responses; however, the latency 
and direction of these differences varied across the subject pool. Note 
that because of the digit repetition rate and epoching procedure, the 
first half of the blue line resembles the second half of the red line, and 
vice versa. 
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Figure 2·7: Classification accuracy for each subject, shown as a func-
tion of k (number of successive epochs averaged). The different lines 
correspond to the number of PCA weights retained in the classification 
procedure. 
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and all time points as observations) was performed on the surrogate training datasets 
(i.e., the Ax 128 and I x 128 datasets) to identify spatial locations contributing most 
to the variability seen between attended and ignored epochs. We varied how many 
electrodes (1, 2, 4, 8, or 16, corresponding to the highest absolute values within the 
first principal eigenvector) were kept for analysis (Figure 2.8); data from the remaining 
electrodes was discarded. The training and verification procedure then proceeded as 
described above, with the exception that only 10 repetitions using re-drawn data 
were performed, rather than 100, to reduce computation time. Reducing the number 
of electrodes considered in the classification procedure did not substantially alter 
discrimination performance (Figure 2.9); however, classifier performance did seem 
to reach an asymptote with fewer epochs averaged when the number of electrodes 
analyzed was increased (Figure 2.9; for all lines, the "elbow" of the lines is shifted to 
the left), indicating that multiple spatial locations contained information useful for 
discriminating attended and ignored responses. 
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Figure 2·8: Example rankings of spatial locations for each subject . 
Electrode rankings are determined by sorting the absolute values of 
the first spatial PCA eigenvector; the electrodes corresponding to the 
highest values are then used in the classification procedure. 
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Figure 2 ·9: Effect of reduced spatial sampling on classification perfor-
mance. Each plot within each tile shows classification performance as 
in Figure 7 when 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 electrodes were considered in the 
classification procedure. 
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Table 2.2: Spearman's rank-correlation coefficients (r) between four 
metrics: task performance (hit rate), PLV at 97 Hz (monaural, enve-
lope) , PLV at 113 Hz (monaural, envelope) and maximum accuracy 
from SVM (using 32 electrode locations and 4 temporal P CA compo-
nents per electrode as features). 
2.3.4 Correlations between task performance, brainstem phase locking, 
and strength of attentional modulation in the cortex 
Correlation analysis (Table 2.1) revealed no relationships between hit rate on the 
behavior task , maximum classifier accuracy with 32 spatial locations and 4 temporal 
principal components, and monaural envelope PLVs at 97 Hz and 113 Hz (p > 0.05 
for all comparisons). 
2.4 Discussion 
We conducted an experiment utilizing a demanding selective auditory attention task 
to explore the effects of selective attention on cortical and brainstem responses . Reli-
able attention-related changes were observed in the cortical EEG signals as indicated 
by consistent above-chance discrimination between attended and ignored data using 
a pattern classifier. Despite the fact that brainstem potentials showed phase locking 
to the two input streams that was above the noise floor for all subjects , attention 
did not significantly modulate the brainstem responses. We found that neither the 
cortical data nor the brainstem data was correlated with task performance. 
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2.4.1 Modulation of attention can be reliably detected in cortical re-
sponses using pattern classification methods 
We were able to observe an effect of attention on the recorded cortical signals despite 
several factors complicating the analysis and interpretation of the AEPs in our exper-
iment. First, our stimulus structure in the dichotic condition and our consideration of 
all epochs without token-specific breakdowns resulted in temporal "smearing," since 
each speech token has a slightly different onset response and morphology. Averaging 
across these temporal jitters as we did has the effect of attenuating the component 
peaks that are usually analyzed in AEP studies to describe changes in brain state. 
Additionally, we found that the spatial distributions of the attentional effects were 
difficult to generalize across subjects. While this variability might be reduced through 
the use of source-localization techniques, our primary goal was to determine the ef-
fects of the attention on the brainstem, and as such we did not we did not extend our 
cortical analyses in an attempt to isolate cortical sources of this attentional modula-
tion. We assumed that attention was modulating responses in the auditory cortices 
based on previous literature, and given the efferent pathways from cortex to the vari-
ous brainstem structures, we believed that t his attentional modulation would extend 
to the structures responsible for generating the auditory brainstem potentials. 
The fact that attended and ignored data could be discriminated reliably with just 
a few epochs of responses averaged together indicates that the changes in cortical 
responses due to attention are stronger than the sources of variability described above, 
and that high levels of classification accuracy can be achieved if information about 
the timing of speech onsets in a predictable stream is known. We note that if our 
classification method can be extended to natural speech stimuli with unpredictable 
onset timings, it might provide a simplified method for tracking attention compared 
to envelope-based methods, which require knowledge of the temporal variations of 
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speech tokens (e.g., Kerlin et al. , 2010; Lalor and Foxe, 2010). Furthermore, in real-
time applications of attention tracking in complex auditory scenes, it may be less 
computationally intensive to extract information just about sound onsets rather than 
trying to extract detailed temporal information about the source signals. Additional 
research is needed to demonstrate the robustness of onset-based classification met hods 
to determine its fe asibility in these instances. 
2.4.2 Evidence against top-down attention effects in scalp-recorded FFRs 
Despite the clear modulation seen in the cortical response data, no effects of selective 
attention were found in the brainstem responses. All of our stimulus design and 
analysis steps were undertaken in such a way as to maximize our chances of seeing 
an effect of selective attention on both the cortical response and the scalp-recorded 
brainstem potentials. Our method of stimulus presentation (dichotically presented 
stimuli vocoded to have different pitches and such that temporally overlapping stimuli 
would selectively excite the ascending auditory pathway) would induce the best-case 
scenario for isolating frequency-selective or ear-specific effects of attention that might 
manifest themselves in the brainstem. Past research suggests that efferents modulate 
cochlear responses with a specificity that depends on what source is attended, to one 
ear over the other (Giard et al., 1994) , to one frequency band over another (Maison 
et al., 2001) , and even to one modality over another (Delano et al., 2007) . Here, the 
two competing speech streams were presented dichotically, in different ears, and each 
occupied distinct frequency bands. Thus, we expected that the attention specificity 
previously observed in cochlear responses would be observed in our upstream FFR 
responses. However, no such effects were found. Given the attentional modulation 
found in cortical responses obtained during the same task, the lack of an effect seen 
in the brainstem cannot be attributed to listeners simply not directing their attention 
appropriately. Furthermore, we do not believe the lack of an observable effect is simply 
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SNR related; significant levels of phase locking were detected at the fundamental 
frequency of both streams in all subjects, but these peaks showed no effects (or 
even hints) that would suggest that online, top-down attention modulation selectively 
modulated these responses. 
Our failure to find effects of attention on the brainstem response seem at odds with 
past studies that have reported an effect of intermodal, endogenous attention shifts on 
the brainstem-evoked FFR (Galbraith and Arroyo, 1993; Galbraith and Doan, 1995; 
Galbraith et al., 1998). However, a closer examination of the results presented in 
these previous studies show that the reported effects were small and inconsistent. For 
example, Galbraith and Arroyo (1993) reports no effects of attention when the FFR 
elicited by selectively attended tone stimuli is considered. However, the study finds 
that when the FFR is broken down into two halves for analysis, differences between 
attended and ignored FFRs become apparent. In particular, the results indicate 
that the attended signal has greater power in the first half of the 400 Hz FFR, but 
in the second half of the 200 Hz FFR. Based on the stimulus durations and the 
interstimulus intervals used in that experiment (25 ms and 120-320 ms, respectively), 
we see no justification for splitting the data in that matter, and there seems to be 
no plausible reason why attention would affect the FFR at different latencies for 
stimuli differing only in their fundamental frequencies. Galbraith and Doan (1995) 
found an attentional modulation in three out of four experimental conditions (during 
presentation of missing fundamental stimuli when an intensity or duration mismatch 
task was performed, and also for a 400 Hz tone during the intensity task only), but 
observed the opposite effect in t he remaining condition (a 400Hz tone with a duration 
mismatch task). Finally, in Galbraith et al. (1998), a small effect of attention was 
observed during dichotic presentation of vowels, but the attention task was poorly 
controlled in that listeners were free to shift attention as they pleased, and there was 
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no mechanism in place to ensure that active, selective listening was taking place other 
than subject self-report. We contend that the results from these studies, while hinting 
at some effects of attention on the brainstem, do not show robust attent ion-specific 
modulation of brainstem responses. 
It may be the case that if at tention affects brainstem structures, t he ability to see 
such effects are limited due to the poor spatial selectivity of the scalp-recorded brain-
stem responses in general. The brainstem response represents the collective activity 
of multiple structures in the auditory periphery, with contributions from multiple gen-
erators (Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010). Indeed , at least one report (Rinne et al. , 
2008) has found effects of selective listening on IC using fMRI rather t han brainstem 
potentials. As such, if selective listening does indeed affect brainstem potentials, use 
of the scalp-recorded ABR may not be the ideal way to observe such effects, and 
additional study on t his topic might be better suited for single-cell physiology or 
functional imaging methods with better spatial resolution than EEG. However, as 
our data might suggest , any effects of attention on t he individual structures in the 
brainstem are likely to be small relative the effects seen in the cortex. 
2.4.3 The lack of correlations between neural metrics and behavioral data 
may be due to task difficulty 
While we found no correlations between task performance and either neural metric 
obtained in this study, other studies have shown that behavioral data on attention-
related tasks may be explained by changes in the cortical responses (e.g., Vogel et al. , 
2005) or the strength of phase-locking observed in the brainstem (Ruggles et al. , 
2012). While such a finding in our task would have been interesting, the nature of 
our task was to first and foremost create a sit uation in which listeners had to direct 
their attention in a particular direction in a long, continuous listening setting and 
then sustain it over time to maximize the chance of seeing an effect of attention 
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on brainstem responses. Our cortical data and subjects' anecdotes suggest that we 
succeeded in that regard. However, the length of the stimuli may have resulted 
in subjects having momentary lapses of attention, and given the small number of 
targets relative to non-target digits on any given trial, such lapses might have had 
large effects on performance even if subjects were otherwise reasonably engaged in the 
task. Furthermore, the task itself was quite difficult and involved not only selective 
listening, but memory and simple math (comparing each digit against the last and 
examining the difference between the two). Therefore, performance on the task may 
have been limited primarily by factors other than a particular subject's attentional 
abilities. 
It is possible that given a suitable active listening task, brainstem responses (as 
well as cortical responses) collected during the task would somehow be related to sub-
ject performance. It is challenging to achieve this with brainstem responses given the 
number of stimulus repetitions that are required to overcome the noise floor. We note 
that computational techniques are currently being developed and refined to lower the 
number of stimulus presentations required to observe clear brainstem responses (e.g., 
Bharadwaj and Shinn-Cunningham, 2013; de Cheveigne, 2013), and such techniques 
may open the door for active listening tasks that enable the observation of direct cor-
relations between task performance, activity in the auditory periphery, and cortical 
activity that were not observed in this study. 
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Chapter 3 
Exploring the relationship between 
auditory short-term memory and the 
formation of perceptual streams 
3.1 Introduction 
A popular view expressed in visual perception literature is that visual short-term 
memory is object-based, in the sense that multiple features (e.g., color, orientation) 
can be conjoined to form a single representation rather than being stored as inde-
pendent collections of features (Luck and Vogel, 1997; Vogel et al. , 2001). Studies 
have suggested that short-term memory behaves similarly across sensory modalities 
(e.g., Visscher et al., 2007; Delogu et al., 2012), and as such it seems reasonable that 
there is some analogue of object-based memory in audition as well. In spite of this, 
there has been relatively little work specifically examining the object-based memory 
hypothesis for auditory stimuli (however, see Dyson and Ishfaq, 2008) . 
The ability to form a perceptual "stream" underlies auditory object formation 
(Shinn-Cunningham, 2008). Briefly, an auditory stream is formed when the charac-
teristics of a series of sounds is conducive to the perception of a single source from 
which those sounds originate (Bregman, 1990). Stream segregation, or the perception 
of multiple sound sources, is then a result of any sort of perceptual difference between 
sounds (Moore and Gockel, 2002). 
The idea that stream formation influences attention and short-term memory dates 
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back several decades. In a task using tone sequences as stimuli, Bregman and Camp-
bell (1971) observed that when multiple streams are perceived, within-stream tem-
poral order judgments are possible, but across-stream judgments are not. This study 
offered an explanation for the results described in Warren et .al. (1969) in particular, 
which found that listeners had great difficulty judging temporal order for dissimi-
lar, complex sounds that were qualitatively different from one another (e.g., a buzz 
or a hiss). Due to the spectrotemporal diversity across the set of sounds used by 
Warren et al., multiple streams were perceived by the listeners and resulted in the 
formation of multiple auditory objects. Bregman and Campbell suggested that due 
to each sequence component being perceived as an individual stream, the focus of 
attention must have switched from one object to another when listeners tried to an-
alyze a source. Temporal judgments were thus impeded due to the costs of switching 
attention from one source to the other. 
While this explanation offers a parsimonious explanation for why listeners have 
difficulty making temporal order judgments for auditory stimuli, it has not, to our 
knowledge, been explicitly tested in an experiment using sound sequences that do 
not form a perceptual stream. Moreover, stream formation may explain many other 
aspects of short-term memory for nonverbal auditory stimuli, such as the assertion 
that memory for pitch is specialized relative to memory for other stimuli (Deutsch, 
1970). 
Here, we sought to determine how streaming affects recall of identity and temporal 
order information in short-term memory. To vary stream-formation ability, two sets of 
stimuli were used: one comprised of dissimilar "natural sounds" qualitatively similar 
to those used in the Warren et al. study, and one comprised of rapidly presented tones 
differing from one another only in pitch. We believed that for the natural sounds, 
formation of a single stream would not be induced, and memory performance would 
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resemble that which has been traditionally observed in short-term memory tasks. On 
the other hand, the pitched tone stimuli would form a single stream, thus rendering 
temporal order judgments easy as suggested by the stream segregation literature, but 
possibly rendering judgments requiring analysis of an isolated element of the stream 
(an isolated pitch) difficult. 
3.2 Methods and Materials 
3.2.1 Subject recruitment 
A total of 11 subjects (3 males, 8 females) from the Boston University student pop-
ulation participated in the experiment. All subjects signed a consent form approved 
by the Boston University Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board prior to 
their participation in the study, and were compensated $12.50/hour for their partici-
pation. Subjects were screened to ensure that they had normal hearing (less than 20 
dB hearing loss at the tested frequencies, which were between 100 and 8,000 Hz, in 
either ear). While some of the subjects self-reported some musical training, none of 
the participants reported having perfect pitch. Subjects completed six experimental 
sessions on six different days, each lasting less than 1.5 hours. 
3.2.2 Task description 
During each session, subjects completed two tasks (Figure 1). One was a Sternberg-
like present/ absent task (Sternberg, 1966), in which listeners heard a target sequence 
4-10 components in length and after a short pause were asked if a subsequent sound 
was in the original sequence or not. The other task was a same/different task, in 
which listeners heard the same type of target sequence and after a short pause were 
presented with another sequence that was either identical to the original or had the 
order of two temporally adjacent components interchanged. Each task was performed 
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with sequences composed either entirely of pitched tones or entirely of natural sounds 
(see below). 
3.2.3 Stimulus details 
Stimulus construction and presentation were performed with Matlab (Mathworks, 
Natick, MA). Trials were blocked by stimulus type (pitched tones, natural sounds), 
sequence length (4, 6, 8, or 10 components), and task demands (present/absent, 
same/different). In a single experimental session, two blocks of each condition were 
presented in a randomly generated order, for a total of 32 blocks per session. Each 
block consisted of 10 trials, half of which were randomly selected to be "present" or 
"same" trials. 
All stimuli started with a burst of white noise 500 ms in duration to serve as a 
warning that a new trial was starting. After 500 ms of silence, a sequence composed 
of either all "natural" sounds or all pitched tones was presented, followed by a silent 
retention interval (2000 ms), and then with one of two probe types depending on the 
task being performed for that block. All stimuli were constructed to have a sampling 
frequency of 48,828 Hz. All stimulus components of a given type were scaled to have 
identical RMS values, and were scaled once again by an identical constant prior to 
D /A conversion. Each component in either type of stimulus was 300 ms long, with 
100 ms of silence following each component (i.e., 400 ms onset-to-onset). 
Pitched tone components 
The components for the pitched tone sequence were selected without replacement from 
a set of 16 notes on the Western musical scale. In musical notation, the frequencies of 
the notes ranged from C4 (middle C) to D#5, with each note separated by a semitone. 
These tones were generated in Matlab as sawtooth waves with the appropriate pitch. 
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Figure 3·1: Illustration of the two tasks used in the experiment for 
targets containing four components. In the same/ different task (top), 
listeners heard either a pitched tone sequence or a natural sound se-
quence. After a 2000 ms retention period, listeners heard another se-
quence comprised of the same components, which was presented in the 
same order or with two temporally adjacent components transposed in 
order. Listeners were asked to judge whether the sequences were the 
same or not. In the present/ absent task (bottom), listeners heard t he 
same type of sequence as in t he same/different task. However, listeners 
had to identify whether a single probe was present or absent from the 
target sequence. 
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Nat ural sound components 
The components for the natural sound sequences were selected without replacement 
from a set of 16 sound clips, chosen empirically on the basis of dissimilarity from one 
another from the sound set used in Cohen et al. (2009). Pilot experiments suggested 
that the duration chosen for each component was long enough to distinguish the 
natural sound components from one another, but that the presentation rate made 
it difficult for listeners to process meaningful semantic labels for each sound during 
presentation of the sequence. 
Probes 
Following 2000 ms of silence, the probe stimulus was presented. The corresponding 
probe stimulus depended on t he task demands of the block. In the same/different 
blocks (Figure 3.1, top), the probe stimuli were either sequences that were identical 
to the target ("same"), or were identical to the target sequence but with two tempo:.. 
rally adjacent components interchanged ( "different"). In the present/absent blocks 
(Figure 3.1, bottom), the probes consisted of a single component that was present 
in the target sequence ("present"), or a component selected from the unused set of 
components left over after the target sequence was constructed ("absent"). Thus, to 
successfully complete the present/ absent task, listeners only had to remember com-
ponent identities, and the ordering of the components was unimportant. In contrast, 
on the same/different task, listeners had to recall the order of the stimuli while the 
same components were present in both target and probe. 
Stimulus presentation 
Stimuli were sent to Thcker-Davis Technologies System 3 hardware for D /A conversion 
and were presented for playback diotically over Etymotics ER-1 insert earphones. 
Subjects were allowed to choose a comfortable overall presentation level prior to each 
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experimental session, which was then left constant for the duration of that session. 
After the target and probe stimuli on a given trial had finished playing, the exper-
imental script prompted the subject for a response (either "Was the probe present in 
the target?" or "Were the two sequences the same?'' for the present/absent and the 
same/different task, respectively). Subjects were required to respond by entering "Y" 
or "N" into the Matlab command window and then pressing Enter on the keyboard. 
No time limit was imposed on their responses. After a response was recorded, sub-
jects were notified as to whether their response was correct or incorrect via a message 
in the command window. The next trial started automatically after feedback was 
presented. 
Subjects were permitted to take breaks between blocks if they desired, and gen-
erally completed each session in under 90 minutes (including breaks). Each subject 
completed 120 trials per condition by the end of their sixth session. 
3.2.4 Data analysis 
Performance on each condition, pooled across sessions, was examined using d ' analysis 
(Macmillan and Creelman, 2005). The R statistical package (R Core Team, 2012) 
was used to conduct repeated measures analysis of variance on response data for each 
task type. p values obtained from pairwise t-tests were adjusted in R using Bonferroni 
corrections. 
In addition to examining overall performance, we analyzed how well listeners 
performed as a function of the component positions within the target for each task 
type. For the present/absent task, each subject's accuracy was determined as a 
function of where the probe occurred in the t arget stimuli for "present" trials. For the 
same/different task, subject accuracy was determined as a function of which position 
in the probe was switched relative to the target on "different" trials. Accuracy was 
transformed from percent correct to guess-corrected rationalized arcsine units (RAU; 
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Studebaker, 1985; Sherbecoe and Studebaker, 2004), resulting in a measure where 0 
indicated chance performance. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Present/absent task 
Subject performance decreased for both stimulus types as components were added 
to the target stimuli, reaching a plateau at eight components (Figure 3.2A). The 
main effect of target stimulus length was found to be significant , [F(3, 70) = 39.19, 
p << 0.001]. Consistent with the memory load-dependence and the observed plateau, 
pairwise t-tests revealed significant differences between all pairs of lengths (p = 0.018 
for the comparison between 4 and 6, p << 0.001 for the other pairs), with the 
exception of the comparison between 8 and 10 target stimulus components (p = 1.00). 
Subject performance was markedly better when the stimuli consisted of natural 
sounds compared to when the stimuli were pitched tones (Figure 3.2A, the red line is 
always above the black line); this effect was found to be significant [F(1, 70) = 226.20, 
p < 0.001]. Finally, the interaction between stimulus type and stimulus length was 
also found to be significant [F(3, 70) = 2.97, p = 0.038]. 
Position analysis for each stimulus type (Figure 3.2B and 3.2C) showed strong 
recency effects. For the pitched tone conditions specifically, subjects had great dif-
ficulty identifying whether a probe matched any component in the target, with the 
notable exception of when the probe matched the last tone in the sequence (Figure 
3.2B). In contrast, the recency effect was much more graded in the natural stimuli 
(Figure 3.2C). Probe-matching accuracy was highest when the probe matched the 
last component in the target sequence, and then declined linearly as a function of the 
time to the last component in the target sequence. A small primacy effect was also 
observed for stimulus lengths 8 and 10. 
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Figure 3·2: Results of the present/absent task. A: Mean d' ± SEM for 
the natural sound condition (red line, right facing triangles) and the 
pitched tone condition (black line, left facing triangles) . B: Position 
analysis for the pitched tone condition, shown as mean guess-corrected 
RAU ± SEM as a function of probe location for each target stimulus 
length. Position along the x axis represents distance of the components 
from the last component in the sequence. C: Same as B, but for natural 
sounds. 
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3.3.2 Same/different task 
Subject performance again decreased as the number of components in the target se-
quence increased (Figure 3.3A), and this effect was significant [F(3, 70) = 106.63,p < 
0.001]. Pairwise t-tests showed significant differences between all length pairs (p << 
0.001 for all comparisons). In contrast to the present/absent task, subject perfor-
mance was better for stimuli comprised of pitched tones rather than natural sounds 
(Figure 3.3A, the black line is always above the red line). The effect of stimulus 
type was found to be significant [F(1 , 70) = 164.85, p < 0.001] . Additionally, while 
subj ects tended to respond more accurately for pitched tone stimuli in general, the 
performance dropped off with a steeper slope than t he performance for natural sound 
stimuli. This observation is supported by the significance of the interaction between 
stimulus type and stimulus length in the ANOVA [F(3, 70) = 13.39, p < 0.001]. 
Position analysis for the pitched tone stimuli (Figure 3.3B) indicates t hat subjects 
were able to accurately ident ify changes in order between the target and probe when 
these changes involved the last two components of each sequence. Subjects were 
less accurate in detecting changes involving the first two stimulus components, and 
had even greater difficulty in detecting changes in the middle stimulus components. 
Accuracy for any given position was also found to decrease with stimulus length. 
Primacy and recency effects are also evident for the natural sound stimuli despite 
poor overall performance (Figure 3.3C). Changes in the first two or the last two 
components were detected with about the same above-chance accuracy per sequence 
length ; detection of changes at all other positions occurred with poorer (and nearly 
identical levels of) accuracy, very close to the guessing limit . 
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Figure 3·3: Results of the same/different task. A: Mean d' ± SEM 
on t he natural sound condition (red line, right facing triangles) and the 
pitched tone condition (black line, left facing triangles). B: Position 
analysis for the pitched tone condition, shown as mean guess-corrected 
RAU ± SEM as a function of switch location relative to target for each 
target stimulus length . Position along the x axis represents distance of 
the components from the last component in the sequence. C: Same as 
B, but for natural sounds. 
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3.4 Discussion 
We sought to determine the effect of streaming on short-term memory performance for 
sequentially presented auditory stimuli. We observed that for two types of tasks with 
different memory demands (remembering the identities of target stimulus components 
versus remembering the order of target stimulus components for auditory sequences), 
task performance varied not only as a function of stimulus length, but also as a 
function of stimulus type (stimuli consisting of tones in a bandlimited frequency 
range versus stimuli consisting of dissimilar, unrelated natural sounds) . 
These results suggest that the two different kinds of stimulus sequences are being 
represented in short-term memory differently. Specifically, we found a double disso-
ciation of how performance depended on task type and stimulus type. For natural 
stimuli, listeners were better on tasks requiring storage of component identity, in-
dependent of order, but had difficulty judging component order. For pitch streams, 
listeners were better at judging temporal order of components of the stream, but 
were bad at judging whether or not an isolated component was present in the stream. 
These differences were also clear when examining performance as a function of where 
the key components were presented in the target sequence. For the pitched tone 
streams, performance was near chance for the present/absent task except when the 
probe tone was the last note of the sequence; for the natural stimuli, performance on 
the present / absent task degraded gradually, with subjects performing more poorly 
when the probe appeared earlier in the target. Conversely, for the natural stimuli, 
order judgments were at chance except when the first or last component was switched, 
while for pitch streams, order judgments were above chance for interior component 
switches and degraded gradually with the number of components. We believe that 
the differences seen in these tasks between the two sets of stimuli, all of which had 
equal timings and onset asynchronies, are explainable in in terms of auditory stream 
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and object formation. 
3.4.1 Dissimilar sounds are remembered as individual objects 
We interpret the positive, nearly identical slopes seen across target positions for the 
natural sound stimuli in the present/ absent task as an indication that listeners can 
remember the last few items in a sequence more accurately than the first few, and that 
inaccuracy on the task might be due to the degradation of earlier-presented compo-
nents (Reitman, 1974) or due to newly presented components overwriting older ones 
(Oberauer and Lewandowsky, 2008). Since subjects have difficulties in remembering 
temporal information for serially presented items in general despite remembering con-
tent well (see, e.g. , Reeves and Sperling, 1986), the way in which performance varies 
with temporal position in the same/different task is then unsurprising: listeners were 
near chance levels when it came to detecting switches anywhere in the sequence, with 
only slightly better performance when the first or last component was switched. 
The natural sounds used in this experiment were qualitatively similar to those used 
in Warren et al. (1969). While the task used here was different than that which was 
used in the Warren et al. study, the explanation of those results put forth by Bregman 
and Campbell might be equally valid here given that components were perceived as 
discrete items. In the present/absent task for the same kind of stimuli, the costs of 
switching attention from one perceived source to another do not appear to interfere 
with the ability to remember details about individual components. We note that the 
time frame required to switch attention from one source to another is on the order 
of 100-200 ms (Shinn-Cunningham, 2008). For the 300 ms long components used 
here, that would leave about 100 ms or more in which properties of the new object 
are processed. It may be the case that due to temporal properties of the sequence 
stimuli, there is enough spectrotemporal information in the time between successive 
attention switches to store a representation of individual identities, but the need 
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to switch attention between discrete components may result in order con,fusion or 
information about the temporal order being lost. This explanation is lent additional 
credence from the observation in the Warren et al. (1969) study that longer stimulus 
durations improved the accuracy of temporal order judgments in their tasks. 
3.4.2 Rapidly presented pitch sequences are likely stored as a single 
stream 
In contrast to the natural sounds, the pitched tone sequence components were all of 
the same timbre and consisted of components in the same general frequency range 
(musical notes C4 - D#5) These factors, along with the rate of presentation ( 400 ms 
SOA, 100 ms lSI) , promoted hearing the notes as a single continuous melody. Given 
that only one object is perceived, listeners can then focus on processing the "features" 
(i.e., the up-and-down changes in pitch describing a contour) of a single object rather 
than switching attention between multiple discrete objects. 
For the pitched tone streams, remembering order information is easier than iden-
tifying the presence or absence of any given probe. The steady linear increase in accu-
racy as as function of sequence position observed in the natural sound present/absent 
task was not observed for the pitched tone sequences on this task. In fact, our data 
actually suggests that most of t he discrimination ability between present and absent 
for the pitched tone stimuli on t his task was almost entirely determined by how often 
a probe tone matched the very last tone in the sequence (discussed in more detail be-
low). In the same/different task, performance for pitch streams is generally good, and 
also improves as the number of components to be remembered decreases. The clear 
stratification of each line as a function of stimulus length might simply be due to time 
decay of the representation stored in short-term memory; for the same/different task, 
the time between the end of the target stimulus and beginning of the response period 
varied depending on target stimulus length. Taken together , data in the pitched tone 
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sequence conditions support the notion that tone sequences are not remembered as 
individual tones but rather as "contours" of relative up and down changes (Deutsch, 
1969; Dowling and Fujitani, 1971; Dowling, 1978). 
In the same/different task for pitched tones, both the target and the probe form 
individual streams, and a transposition of two adjacent components in the probe 
always changed the pitch contour of the probe. The task might then reduce to 
making a same/different judgment between just two temporally separated objects, 
with adequate time (2 seconds) to switch attention between the different objects. 
Any task difficulties might then be due to degradation of the target's representation 
in short-term memory over time. 
The probe in the present/absent task, on the other hand, was just a single tone 
lacking a "complete" set of features to compare against the target stream stored in 
memory; if the relative up-and-down changes in pitch are being stored as features, 
then the relevant features in the probe required to make an accurate comparison 
against the target are missing, even though listeners were explicitly cued to the task 
type and stimulus type on each block and had an adequate number of trials and 
feedback to develop a coherent strategy to "break" stream formation. 
There was one exception to this, as noted above: listeners were readily able to 
identify when the probe matched the last target in the sequence. While this recency 
effect might be expected based on results seen in memory tasks utilizing serially 
presented lists (see e.g., Henson, 1998), the lack of the traditional U-shaped curve in 
such studies indicating an effect of both primacy and recency effects are lacking in 
the present study for the present/ absent task. This finding is related to the results 
reported in a study by Deutsch (1970), in which it was found that listeners were 
readily able to match the pitch of two tones separated in t ime, but were unable to do 
so when interfering tones were presented during the retention interval. This was true 
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even when subjects were explicitly told to ignore the interfering tones. Listeners may 
have been unable to perceptually dissociate the target from the distractors, consistent 
with the tones forming one single stream. Our analysis of performance as a function 
of target component position expands on Deutsch's results by showing that listeners 
have difficulty remembering any of the tones prior to the last one. Taken together , 
these data suggest that when a stream is formed for tonal stimuli, interior elements 
of the stream cannot be recalled as discrete, independent objects, and the primacy 
effect seen for serially presented stimuli disappears. As such, our data support the 
conclusion made by Deutsch that memory for pitch may have special characteristics 
that are not shared with other types of auditory stimuli. However, further research 
is needed to determine the exact nature of memory for melodic tone sequences to 
reconcile these findings with existing models of short-term memory. 
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Chapter 4 
Neural correlates of memory load and 
stream formation in auditory short-term 
memory 
4.1 Introduction 
The results of the psychophysical experiment described in Chapter 3 provided evi-
dence that there are differences in the neural representation of auditory sequences 
that are dependent on whether or not the constituent sounds are linked together to 
form a perceptual stream. Specifically, for sequences of pitched tones, the sequence 
may be stored as the "contour" of several tones due to the sequence forming a single 
perceptual stream, and are thus stored in memory as a single object. For sequences 
of natural sounds, the sequences are likely stored in memory as individual objects 
due to the dissimilarity of the sequence components from one another. The contrast 
in the way the two kinds of stimuli are stored, and the seeming basis for that con-
trast (streamed versus non-streamed sequences) seem ideal for further study using 
functional imaging methods. 
The original behavior experiment was motivated in part by findings indicating 
that that there are neural correlates of the number of items stored in short-term 
memory that could be observed in EEG recordings during the retention period of 
visual memory tasks (Vogel and Machizawa, 2004; Vogel et al., 2005) . Additionally, 
Vogel et al. (2005) provided compelling electrophysiological evidence suggesting that 
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individuals with poor working memory capacity have a poor selective attention filter , 
and their memory performance is limited by their inability to only store relevant 
items in working memory. However, the particular marker observed in these studies 
(which was given the term "contralateral delay activity" ) is dependent on lateralized 
activity arising from presentation of visual stimuli in a particular hemifield. While 
such lateralized activity is relatively easy to obtain using visual tasks in EEG due 
to the organization of visual cortex and the projection of its activity on the scalp, 
the dipoles associated with activity in left and right auditory cortex result in a signal 
that is primarily observed along the midline of the scalp (e.g., Cz and Fz in the 10-
20 notation used to describe electrode positioning in EEG). As such, we sought to 
isolate other markers - specifically, oscillatory activity - that might show the same 
load-dependent (and in a future study, attention-dependent) effects in humans using 
auditory stimuli as contralateral delay activity did when visual stimuli were used. 
Oscillatory activity in each of the canonical frequency bands (i.e. , the delta, theta, 
alpha, beta, and gamma bands, corresponding to neural firing rates of roughly 1-4, 
4-8, 8-12, 12-20, and 20-40 Hz, respectively) can be observed using a number of 
functional imaging modalities with sufficiently high temporal resolution, including 
EEG and MEG. The specific processes and the underlying generators associated with 
the activity seen in each oscillatory band are an ongoing topic of research. In the 
context of short-term memory experiments, memory-load dependent activity in the 
retention period of such tasks have been reported for the theta band oscillations 
(Jensen and Tesche, 2002) , alpha band oscillations (Jensen et al. , 2002; Leiberg et al., 
2006; Tuladhar et al., 2007; Palva et al., 2011; Obleser et al., 2012), and beta band 
oscillations (Lei berg et al., 2006; Palva et al., 2011). Of particular interest to us were 
the observations of a load-dependent enhancement in alpha activity reported in the 
aforementioned studies. While alpha oscillations have traditionally been considered 
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an "idling" rhythm that is present when a human is not engaged in a task (and thus a 
source of noise in EEG studies), modulations in this frequency range observed during 
active visual and auditory tasks have led to the more recent hypothesis that alpha 
activity is related to sensory suppression mechanisms (Klimesch et al., 2007; Foxe 
and Snyder, 2011). In the context of short-term memory tasks, the load-dependent 
changes in alpha oscillations during the retention period might be related to the 
increased cognitive effort required to maintain more items in short-term memory 
while preventing task-irrelevant stimuli from affecting the representation of the items 
in memory (Jensen et al., 2002; Tuladhar et al., 2007). This seems to be true even 
when there is no distracting stimulus that must be suppressed (Obleser et al., 2012). 
Alpha activity modulations therefore may be useful not only as a marker indicative of 
how many auditory tokens are stored in memory, but also as a marker of attentional 
capabilities for individual subjects. 
As a first step in investigating the links between short-term memory and attention 
for auditory stimuli specifically, we wished to test the following specific hypotheses 
using EEG recordings collected from listeners while they performed a modified version 
of the same/different task described in Chapter 3: 1) Since natural sounds are stored 
as individual, dissimilar items when presented in a sequence (and thus do not form a 
single perceptual stream), alpha band power in the retention period would increase 
as a function of the number of sequence components listeners had to remember to 
complete a short-term memory task; and 2) Since sequences of pitched tones are likely 
perceived as a single perceptual stream (and thus as a single "item" in the context of 
short-term memory), alpha band power in the retention period would stay relatively 
constant despite listeners having to remember sequences with varying numbers of 
tone components. 
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4.2 Methods 
A total of 16 subjects from the Boston University student population were recruited 
to participate in the study. All subjects were screened to ensure that they had 
normal hearing (less than 20 dB hearing loss at audiometric frequencies in either 
ear). Subjects signed informed consent forms approved by the Boston University 
Charles River Campus IRB and were compensated $20/hour for t heir participation. 
Each subject participated in 2 experimental sessions on different days. 
4.2.1 Experimental conditions, stimulus design, and presentation 
Stimulus construction 
The tone and pitch stimuli were constructed as described in section 3.2.3 for the 
same/ different task. To minimize trial lengths and maximize the possibility of seeing 
load-dependent effects that were not obscured by a behavioral floor effect , target 
and probe stimuli consisted of 2, 3, 4, or 5 components (rather than 4, 6, 8, or 10 
components in the behavioral experiment stimuli). All stimulus components in the 
pitched tone and natural sound conditions were scaled to the same RMS level and 
normalized prior to D / A conversion (described below) . 
Stimulus presentation and task details 
Experimental flow was controlled using Matlab with the Psychtoolbox extension 
(Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al. , 2007) installed. Matlab was interfaced with TUcker-
Davis Technologies (Alachua, FL, USA) System 3 hardware for D / A conversion and 
playback over Etymotic (Elk Grove Village, IL, USA) ER-1 insert earphones. Lis-
teners were seated in a sound-isolating booth (Eckel; Cambridge, MA, USA) for the 
duration of the experiment. 
On each trial, a small cross appeared at the center of the monitor 1.3-1.5 s prior to 
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auditory stimulus onset, and remained onscreen until t he probe stimulus had finished 
playing. Subjects were instructed to fixate their gaze on this point t hroughout the 
experiment, but were told to blink normally to minimize fatigue and to avoid artifacts 
that could be associated with straining to keep their eyes open. The cue changed to 
a small circle after stimulus presentation, indicating that subjects were to enter a 
response using a button box. Once the response period ended (after 1.5-1.7 s), the 
circle changed to a dash, indicating that the trial was over. The next trial then started 
automatically 0.5-0. 7 s later. 
During each session, subjects performed the task using the same stimulus type 
(i.e., data on the pitched tone task was collected on one day, and data on the natural 
sound task was collected on another). This ordering was randomized across subjects. 
Trials were blocked by stimulus length , with 20 trials per block. Each block type was 
repeated 5 t imes during a session in a randomized order, resulting in a total of 100 
trials per condition. 
4.2.2 EEG recording and analysis procedures 
EEG data was collected from subjects during the task usmg a Biosemi (Amster-
dam, Netherlands) ActiveTwo system sampling at 2,048 Hz. Cortical responses were 
collected from 64 scalp electrodes. An electrode affixed to each mastoid collected ref-
erence signals. Four additional electrodes were used to collect horizontal and vertical 
EOG. A separate channel recorded event markers indicating the start time of relevant 
events within each stimulus and subject response button presses. 
The recorded EEG datasets were imported into Matlab using custom versions of 
the BDF import functions in t he EEGLAB software package (Delorme and Makeig, 
2004). Data processing was undertaken using a combination of custom-written anal-
ysis scripts that ut ilized Matlab and EEGLAB functions. The 64 channels of scalp 
data were referenced to t he averaged mastoid signal. Data was bandpass filtered to 
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isolate the alpha band (8-12 Hz) , and retention epochs were isolated for each trial. 
Epochs were downsampled to 256 Hz, and power at each electrode was computed as 
the integral of the square of the Hilbert transform-computed envelope per trial. The 
mean value of this metric was then obtained by considering only epochs corresponding 
to trials in which the subject responded correctly. 
All statistical analyses were performed using the R software package (R Core 
Team , 2012) . 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Task performance 
Listeners performed better on the pitched tone conditions than the natural sound 
conditions (Figure 4.1, black lines above red lines); repeated measures ANOVA re-
vealed that this effect was significant [F(1, 105) = 112.24, p < < 0.001]. The effect of 
stimulus length was also found to be significant [F(3, 105) = 57.22, p < < 0.001], with 
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise t-tests showing an effect between all stimulus lengths 
(p = 0.004 for the comparison between stimulus lengths 2 and 3, and p < < 0.001 for 
all other comparisons) . 
4.3.2 Alpha power modulation 
Alpha band power was consistently higher at electrodes located over parietal and 
occipital regions of the scalp compared to more frontal locations (see example scalp 
plots in Figure 4.2). To quantify t his in a consistent manner across subjects and 
across conditions, the computed power values were summed over the parietal and 
occipital electrodes (in 10-20 notation, Pz, POz, Oz, and Iz, as well as P1-10, P03, 
P07-8, and 01 and 02; P04 was not included because t his electrode in particular 
was found to be malfunctioning during certain recording sessions). 
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Figure 4·1: Task performance on t he same/different task performed 
while EEG was recorded, shown as mean d' ± SEM (n = 16 subjects). 
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To compare alpha activity consistently across subjects and across the data col-
lected on the two days, each subject's power values were scaled by the mean value 
across the four stimulus lengths; this was done separately for each stimulus type 
(pitched tones or natural sounds), since the two datasets were collected on different 
days. 
While some subjects showed trends suggesting load-dependent power mcreases 
(i.e. , power levels that scaled with the number of target presentations) , this was 
inconsistently observed and did not generalize to the whole group or across stimulus 
types (Figure 4.3). ANOVA results confirmed what was obvious from visual inspection 
of the scalp plots across subjects: there were no significant effect attributable to 
stimulus type [F(1, 105) = 0.00, p = 1.00], stimulus length [F(3, 105) = 0.20, p = 
0.90], or an interaction between the two factors [F(3, 105) = 1.30, p = 0.28]. 
4.4 Discussion 
Our failure to find a consistent modulation of alpha activity that was related to mem-
ory load or stimulus type was disappointing. While some of our initial results were 
encouraging and seemed to show memory-dependent effects - encouraging enough to 
run a total of 16 subjects - the subject-to-subject variability that we observed was 
high across both conditions. We ultimately observed small modulations that might 
reflect task-dependent activity in some subjects, but most of the subjects showed no 
consistent effects. 
We note that our analysis procedure was easy enough to replicate for the other 
frequency ranges and epochs of interest. Despite not having clearly defined hypothe-
ses, we performed this same power analysis on the other frequency bands for both 
the target presentation and retention epochs, including for the alpha band during the 
presentation period. We saw no consistent modulations using these analyses either. 
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Subject #3 
Natural sounds 
Pitched tones 
2 components 3 components 4 components 5 components 
Subject #14 
Natural sounds 
Pitched tones 
2 components 3 components 4 components 5 components 
less more 
Figure 4·2: Alpha band power for two example subjects for both 
pitched tones and natural sounds for each target length. Scalp images 
are scaled to the highest power value across all electrode sites in the 
four lengths for each condition; red indicates high power values, blue 
indicates low power values. 
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~ Natural sound sequence 
~ Pitch sequence 
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Corrponents in Target Sequence 
Fig ure 4 ·3: Corrected alpha band power levels summed over occipital 
elect rode sites for all subj ects (n = 16); mean ± SEM shown. 
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Furthermore, we also entertained the possibility that even if changes in band activ-
ity were not visible in amplitude-based measures, they might be present in measures 
of functional connectivity (Fingelkurts et al. , 2003). To measure synchrony across 
electrodes, we attempted analyses using coherence (Nunez et al., 1997), imaginary 
coherence (Nolte et al., 2004) , and weighted phase-locking index (Vinck et al. , 2011) 
on retention epoch theta and alpha band activity (chosen because of the findings 
described in Payne and Kounios, 2009, which reported modulations of coherence in 
those bands during a memory task). We were unable to observe consistent effects 
using any of these methods. 
P art of our failure to observe consistent modulations might be explained by inex-
perience on our part with the design of EEG experiments and analysis procedures, 
as this was chronologically the first EEG experiment undertaken by our laboratory 
group. While our behavioral experiments were designed with the intention of directly 
translating the procedure to EEG, there were likely some subtleties that we over-
looked that might have affected the quality of our recordings (for example, subject 
motivation or fatigue , which might affect alpha band activity even without affect-
ing behavioral performance). However, we point out that our failures are unlikely 
to be due to problems with the EEG recording equipment itself. Using the same 
setup, we have since obtained informative results on other experiments, which have 
either been published (Ruggles et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2013) or are in the process 
of being prepared for publication at the current time (see Chapter 2; also Bharadwaj 
and Shinn-Cunningham, 2013). As such, our negative results should not be taken 
as an indictment of the results obtained by other groups, many of which have more 
collective experience with functional imaging than we did when this experiment was 
undertaken. 
We offer one final possibility in that the modulation of alpha band power during 
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memory retention in auditory memory tasks might not be visible using EEG. Other 
studies reporting such an effect for auditory stimuli have used MEG and have reported 
a positive result (Leiberg et al. , 2006; van Dijk et al., 2010; Obleser et al. , 2012). 
However , even within these results, there also seems to be some variability among the 
reported results. For instance, Leiberg et al. (2006) reported enhanced alpha-band 
power over right frontal sensors during memory retention for speech syllables, while 
Obleser et al. (2012) reported an enhancement of alpha band power over parietal and 
central sensor locations using similar tasks. We believe that additional research is 
necessary to reconcile these findings and determine whether the observations made 
in auditory memory tasks with MEG can be generalized to EEG. 
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Chapter 5 
How visual cues for when to listen aid 
selective auditory attention 
This chapter has previously been published in the Journal of the Association for Re-
search in Otolaryngology (Lenny A. Varghese, Erol J. Ozmeral, Virginia Best, and 
Barbara G. Shinn-Cunningham, "How visual cues for when to listen aid selective au-
ditory attention." Journal of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology Volume 
13, June 2012: pages 359-368). Erol Ozmeral and I designed the experiment; I col-
lected and analyzed the data; and Virginia Best, Barbara Shinn-Cunningham, and I 
wrote the manuscript. 
5 .1 Introduction 
Nat ural sounds rarely occur without competing or distracting sounds. Distractors 
may interfere with the perception of a target by causing energetic masking (when 
the spectral content of target and distractor overlap, yielding portions of the target 
inaudible) and/ or informational masking (where the perceptual interference cannot be 
explained by energetic overlap; see Kidd et al., 2008). Informational masking occurs 
when a target and masker are similar in their spectrotemporal structure, which can 
make it difficult to segregate the competing sources into distinct perceptual objects 
and/or to identify which object is the target, interfering with selective attention (e.g. 
Shinn-Cunningham, 2008; Shinn-Cunningham and Best, 2008). 
Spatially separating a target from distractors can help improve the ability to de-
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teet and identify the target sound (leading to improved intelligibility, in the case of 
a speech target; Hirsch, 1950; Carhart et al. , 1969; Drullman and Bronkhorst, 2000; 
Brungart and Simpson, 2002; Marrone et al., 2008). When energetic masking deter-
mines performance, the benefit of spatial separation depends on the spectral content 
of the competing sounds, and comes about from both improvements in the target-to-
masker ratio reaching the better ear at frequencies above about 2 kHz and binaural 
processing benefits, strongest for frequencies below about 1,000 Hz (Zurek, 1993). 
When failures of selective attention limit performance, spatial separation can help 
both by improving segregation of the target from competing maskers and enabling 
listeners to direct selective attention to a particular location (e.g., Kidd et al., 1998; 
Freyman et al. , 1999; Arbogast et al. , 2002) . 
Temporal uncertainty about when a target sound will occur in the presence of on-
going distractors can also interfere with performance, but the influence of temporal 
uncertainty depends on the experimental conditions. For simple tone-in-noise detec-
tion, temporal uncertainty does not appear to reduce sensitivity (Egan et al., 1961; 
Green and Weber, 1980). However , temporal uncertainty seems to have a larger ef-
fect on performance when target and masker are more similar, such as when a masker 
is tonal rather than noise (Bonino and Leibold, 2008). Moreover, both speech de-
tection (e.g. Grant and Seitz, 2000; Bernstein et al., 2004; Tye-Murray et al., 2011) 
and speech intelligibility (Sumby and Pollack, 1954; Helfer and Freyman, 2005) are 
enhanced when a visual stimulus depicting appropriate lip movements accompanies 
speech masked by noise. Bernstein et al. (2004) noted that simpler visual cues, such 
as the presence of an abstract shape whose size follows the broadband envelope of 
the target speech or even a static shape whose appearance coincides with the target 
presentation, can also improve speech-in-noise detection thresholds. These results 
suggest that visual cues can provide cross-modal enhancement of auditory perception 
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in some energetic masking conditions (Stein and Meredith, 1993). 
The use of visual cues also helps in more complex listening situations, such as when 
speech is masked by speech (Helfer and Freyman, 2005; Best et al., 2007; Gatehouse 
and Akeroyd, 2008), or when birdsongs are masked by other birdsongs (Best et al., 
2007). Such benefits can arise not only when listeners are provided with speechreading 
cues containing potentially useful speech information (Helfer and Freyman, 2005), but 
also when the visual information consists of simple onset/offset information from LED 
lights (e.g., Best et al., 2007; Gatehouse and Akeroyd, 2008). These results suggest 
that reductions in temporal uncertainty can improve source segregation and target 
selection in mixtures of similar sounds. 
Although both spatial separation and visual cues can provide large perceptual 
benefits in masked listening situations, it is possible that they both improve per-
formance in similar ways (helping listeners focus selective attention on the target), 
making them are redundant with one another. If this is the case, it may be that 
each has the greatest effect in the absence of the other. For example, the largest 
benefit of visual cues indicating when to listen may arise when there are no spatial 
cues indicating where to listen or when the target is already easy to segregate from 
the background. Consistent with this idea, visual cues (specifically, speechreading 
cues) interact with spatial cues: while speechreading cues generally provide a benefit 
regardless of spatial configuration or the dominant form of masking present ( ener-
getic or informational) , they are most beneficial when target and masker are highly 
confusable (i.e., similar in content and originating from the same place; see Helfer 
and Freyman, 2005). 
Here, we hypothesized that the perceptual benefits of simple visual cues providing 
information only about the timing of complex, non-speech auditory targets would 
be reduced when the target was spatially separated from its competitors or when 
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it was easily differentiated from the background on the basis of its spectrotemporal 
properties. Listeners heard mixtures consisting of one of five learned targets (zebra 
finch songs) embedded at a random time within a longer masker. The target was 
presented either with or without a visual cue that marked its onset and offset. To 
determine whether the benefit of t he visual cue depended on the similarity of the 
target and masker, we used both steady-state noise maskers and chorus maskers 
made up of other birdsongs. To determine whether the visual cue interacted with 
spatial cues, we compared performance for various spatial configurations of target and 
masker. As a control for better-ear effects, we measured all conditions both binaurally 
(where listeners heard a fully spatialized version of the stimuli as simulated with 
head-related transfer functions) and diotically (with both ears receiving an identical, 
acoustically better-ear signal). 
5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Subjects 
A total of 11 listeners ( 4 male, 7 female, ages 18 to 24) were recruited and paid 
for their participation in the experiment . All subjects signed an informed consent 
document approved by t he Boston University Charles River Campus Institutional 
Review Board. The listeners were screened to ensure that they had normal hearing 
(less t han 20 dB hearing loss) for frequencies between 250 Hz and 8 kHz. 
5.2.2 Stimuli 
Songs from 14 different zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) were used in this exper-
iment. Songs from five of the birds were used as targets; songs from the remaining 
nine birds were used to construct maskers. Songs were recorded as described in Best 
et al. (2005). All were low-pass filtered at 8kHz andre-sampled to 50 kHz in Matlab 
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(Mathworks, Natick, MA) prior to use in this experiment. 
For each of the 14 birds, five similar motifs (repeating elements of a longer song) 
were selected from the birds repertoire. A zebra finchs motif generally consists of a 
particular pattern of syllables repeated in a fixed order with nearly identical rhythm, 
but with a slight jitter in the pitch, loudness, and/ or timing of the syllables. These 
motifs are highly stereotypical for a particular bird but quite distinct from those of the 
other birds. The chosen motifs varied across birds in the exact syllables making up the 
motif as well as the number and rhythm of the syllables. The motifs corresponding to 
the chosen birds were roughly 750-1000 ms in length (Best etal., 2005). Listeners were 
trained to identify the five motifs from each target bird using a specific label (arbitrary 
names assigned to the bird: "Uno," "Junior," "Nibbles," "Moe," and "Toro" ). 
Two types of masker were used: chorus maskers and song-shaped noise maskers. 
Both had the same long-term spectral characteristics, but had different short-term 
statistics. Chorus maskers were constructed such that they were highly confusable 
with the targets and created temporal uncertainty about when the target occurred. 
First, 30 motifs were chosen randomly from the set of all possible masker motifs such 
that each non-target bird was represented by at least three but not more than four 
distinct motifs in the masker mixture. The 30 selected songs were each delayed by 
a random start time, and were then summed to produce a sound mixture containing 
a variable number of songs as a function of time. This mixture (about 7.2 seconds 
in duration at this point) was then cropped down to 5.1 seconds. The process was 
repeated until 12 good maskers were generated with no less than one song present at 
any point during the masker (Figure 5.1). The selected 12 maskers had an average 
of 4-5 songs present at any given time. A set of 12 independent noise maskers was 
created by generating broadband noise that had a spectral profile matching that of 
the average of the final set of 12 chorus maskers. 
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Figure 5 ·1: Chorus masker composition for each of t he 12 maskers 
used in this experiment . Shown are the number of birdsong motifs 
present at any given t ime over the duration of t he masker. The set 
of 12 noise maskers was created by generating broadband noise that 
matched the average spectral profile of these 12 maskers . The target 
was embedded at a random t ime in the masker, but in such a way that 
there was always a buffer of masker sound prior to and after the target 
(i.e., t he target and masker onsets/offsets never coincided) . 
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5.2.3 Experimental conditions 
A total of 16 conditions were tested, made up of all combinations of four factors. 
1) The masker was either a chorus masker or song-shaped noise. 2) The stimuli 
were eit her co-located (0° separation between target and masker) or separated (90° 
separation). 3) The stimuli were presented with either realistic spatial cues ( "binau-
ral" presentation) or with t he acoustically better-ear signal presented to both ears 
("diotic" presentation). 4) The acoustic stimuli were presented either alone or in 
conjunction with a visual cue that was temporarily aligned with the target stimulus. 
Spatial conditions 
Spatial cues were added to the stimuli using pseudo-anechoic head-related transfer 
functions (HRTFs), to simulate different configurations ofthe target and masker. The 
HRTFs were measured on a KEMAR manikin at a distance of 1 m in the horizontal 
plane level with the ears (0° elevation), as described in Shinn-Cunningham et al. 
(2005). Targets were always simulated from directly in front of t he listener (processed 
with HRTFs corresponding to 0° azimuth). In co-located spatial conditions, t he 
masker was processed using the same HRTF as the target. In the separated conditions, 
the masker was processed using an HRTF corresponding to 90° azimuth, simulating 
a masker to the far right of the listener. 
Binaural and diotic presentations 
When the target and masker were spatially separated (as described above), acoustic 
shadowing by the head caused the left ear signal to have a better target-to-masker 
ratio (TMR) than the right ear signal, i. e., t he left ear was the acoustically better ear. 
Diotic stimuli were generated by playing to both ears t he left- ear signal from the fully 
spatialized, binaural stimulus for a given condition. This produced sound mixtures 
in which the target and masker were both perceived as coming from the auditory 
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midline, but in which the signals at both ears had the TMR of the acoustically better 
ear for the given spatial configuration. In contrast, in the binaural presentations, 
interaural differences between the acoustically better, left-ear signal and the right-ear 
signal (which either had the same or a worse TMR than the left-ear signal) yielded 
stimuli in which the target and masker either were perceived from distinct locations (in 
the spatially separated spatial configuration), or were both perceived at the auditory 
midline (in the co-located configuration). 
Visual cues 
In half of the experimental sessions, a visual cue provided information about the onset 
and offset of the target. This visual cue consisted of a large black rectangle displayed 
on the computer screen in front of the listener, which appeared at the onset of the 
target in a given trial and stayed on for the duration of the target. 
5.2.4 Experimental procedures 
Stimulus presentation 
Stimulus presentation was handled using Matlab software interfacing with Tucker-
Davis Technology (Alachua, FL) hardware operating at a sampling rate of 48.8 kHz. 
Immediately prior to stimulus presentation, one target and one masker were selected 
at random, scaled relative to one another to one of seven TMRs (evenly spaced 
between -36 and +6 dB), and combined according to condition. The TMR was 
calculated using the broadband RMS levels of the two selected signals prior to spatial 
processing. The selected TMRs spanned the sloping portion of the psychometric 
functions relating identification performance to TMR (based on pilot testing data). 
Each subject set the overall presentation level of the stimuli to a comfortable level at 
the start of each session. For a given trial, the target began playback at a uniformly 
distributed random time between 0.51 s to 3.6 s after the start of the masker, so 
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that there was temporal uncertainty as to when the target occurred. These minimum 
and maximum delay values were chosen such that there was at least a 0.51 s buffer 
between the start of the target and the start of the masker, as well as between the end 
of the target and the end of the masker. Finally, the stimuli were passed to the TDT 
hardware for D /A conversion and attenuation prior to presentation over Sennheiser 
HD-280 Pro headphones. 
Experimental interface 
Subjects were seated in a sound-treated booth (Industrial Acoustics Company, Bronx, 
New York). Three Matlab-coded graphical user interfaces were used in this exper-
iment, each of which provided different functionality for different parts of the ex-
periment. The "Familiarization" interface allowed users to click a button and hear 
the song corresponding to that target bird. The "Testing" interface had a start 
button that, when clicked, initiated a test in which a random target birdsong was 
played diotically, in quiet. Listeners clicked one of the five name buttons to identify 
the song. Correct-answer feedback was provided, and the next song played after a 
short pause. Finally, the "Experimental" interface presented target birdsongs with 
a masker. While the stimulus was playing, the buttons on the screen were hidden 
from view. If a visual cue (black rectangle) was required, it appeared in the middle of 
the interface at the proper time during the acoustic stimulus. The response buttons 
reappeared after stimulus playback, and users were required to identify the heard 
song before the next stimulus was presented. No feedback was provided. 
Training and testing procedures Subjects performed seven sessions on seven 
different days, the first of which was a training session that was not analyzed. In the 
first, third, and fifth experimental sessions, all trials were presented without a visual 
cue, while in all other sessions, all trials were presented with a visual cue (post-hoc 
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analysis showed no learning effects across the analyzed experimental sessions). Sub-
jects were restricted to performing one session per day, and completed all sessions over 
the course of two to four weeks. In the initial training session, subjects were exposed 
to the target bird songs repeatedly until they could reliably identify each characteris-
tic song. In all cases, songs were presented without spatial processing and without a 
masker. Subjects were initially presented with the Familiarization interface and were 
allowed to play the birdsongs as many times as they needed to become comfortable 
with the songs. When they felt ready to proceed, subjects closed the Familiarization 
interface and were then presented with the Testing interface for a 100-trial preliminary 
testing run. The 100 trials corresponded to the 25 motifs (5 birds, 5 motifs each), 
each presented four t imes in random order (chosen without replacement). After com-
pletion of the 100-trial preliminary testing run, 25-trial test runs were administered, 
with each motif appearing once without replacement, until identification performance 
reached 96%. With this training paradigm, subjects completed a minimum total of 
125 identification trials in quiet before starting any experimental sessions. Training 
was generally completed within approximately 30 minutes. All subsequent sessions 
after the training sessions were experimental sessions whose results were analyzed. At 
the start of each experimental session, subjects repeated Familiarization and 25-trial 
Testing runs to ensure that t hey could still identify the birdsongs with 96% accuracy 
at the start of that session. Upon achieving this criterion in the initial testing, the 
Experimental interface was presented to the subjects. For the rest of the experimen-
tal session, subjects alternated between performing an experimental run (analyzed to 
determine how listeners performed for targets presented in different condit ions) and a 
short test run of 10 trials each (presented to ensure that listeners were still able to cor-
rectly identify target birds in quiet). Subjects had to perform 90% of trials correctly 
in the interspersed short test runs to be able to advance to the next experimental run; 
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these test runs were repeated until subjects were able to meet the 90% criterion. The 
eight experimental runs in a given session were blocked by the eight different condi-
tions comprising the session (all combinations of noise/chorus, co-located/separated 
configurations, diotic/binaural presentations), presented in a different random order 
for each subject and each session. There were 35 trials per experimental run (5 birds 
x 7 TMRs per bird; the target motif used for a given bird was randomly selected 
in each trial). Subjects were typically able to complete all runs in an experimental 
session in about one hour. 
5.2.5 Data analysis 
For each subject, data were averaged over identical TMRs for each unique experi-
mental condition. Psychometric curves were fit to the data for each subj ect using the 
psignifit package for Matlab (http:/ /bootstrap-software.orgjpsignifit/). For each such 
curve, t he threshold was defined as t he TMR corresponding to a 60% correct score 
on the psychometric curve. Within-subject differences in threshold were computed 
to quantify the effect of the visual cues (threshold with visual cues subtracted from 
thresholds without visual cues). For each condition, a right-tailed t -test was used to 
test the hypothesis that the unmasking due to the visual cue was greater than 0 dB. 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Noise masker 
In all conditions, performance improved from chance levels at low TMRs to near 
perfect at high TMRs (see psychometric functions in Figures 5.2A and 5.2B, which 
show mean performance across subjects; note that the variability across subjects was 
modest, so t hat t hese plots are very similar in slope and threshold to the results for 
any given individual subject). Spatially separating the target and masker generally 
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Figure 5 -2: Subject performance in noise-masked conditions. All val-
ues shown are mean ± SEM. a : Raw performance (percent correct 
vs. TMR) when t he auditory stimulus was presented alone. b: Raw 
performance (percent correct vs. TMR) when the auditory stimulus 
was presented in conjunction with a visual cue. c: 60% t hreshold val-
ues derived from psychometric fits for auditory stimuli only (A, open 
bars) , and auditory stimulus plus visual cue (A + VC, fi lled bars) for 
t he various spatial configurations . d: Visual cue benefit, calculated by 
subtracting thresholds for the auditory stimulus alone from the thresh-
olds for the auditory stimulus plus visual cue (i.e., A + VC - A) . A 
star denotes that t he mean is significantly greater t han 0 (p < 0.05) , 
as determined by a right-tailed t-test. 
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improved performance both when there was no visual cue and with a visual cue present 
(in Figures 5.2A and 5.2B, the red lines are shifted to the left of the corresponding blue 
lines). In general, when the target and masker were co-located, there was no difference 
between diotic and binaural presentations, as might be expected (in both Figures 5.2A 
and 5.2B, the solid and dashed blue lines fall on top of one another). When there 
was no visual cue, performance was similar for binaural and diotic presentations in 
the separated configuration (in Figure 5.2A, the solid and dashed red lines fall on top 
of one another). 
In contrast, when a visual cue was present, binaural presentation led to slightly 
better performance than did diotic presentation (in Figure 5.2B, the solid red line 
is shifted leftward compared to the dashed red line). This small improvement of 
binaural over monaural presentation is likely related to the binaural masking level 
difference, in which binaural differences in the target and masker can interact , en-
abling listeners to detect elements of the target that would be inaudible when the 
signals are presented diotically (e.g., see Zurek, 1993). Comparing across Figures 
5.2A and 5.2B, performance was slightly better when the visual cue was present than 
when there was no visual cue (results in Figure 5.2B are shifted leftward compared to 
the corresponding results in Figure 5.2A). Threshold values, found by averaging the 
thresholds of the psychometric function fits to the results for the individual subjects, 
are shown in Figure 5.2C to enable a more direct comparison of conditions. Consis-
tent with the observations above, spatial separation of target and masker improved 
target discrimination performance (the four bars to the right are lower than the four 
bars to the left). Binaural presentation had no effect on thresholds for co-located 
sources, whether or not there are visual cues present (the two leftmost pairs of bars 
are similar); similarly, presenting stimuli binaurally did not affect performance for 
separated target and masker when there were no visual cues (in the two rightmost 
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pairs of bars, the white bars are similar). In contrast, when visual cues were present 
and the sources were spatially separated, performance was slightly better when lis-
teners heard a full, spatial presentation than when they heard the better-ear signal in 
both ears (the rightmost filled bar is lower than the filled bar second from the right). 
Finally, adding visual cues tended to improve performance in all conditions (in each 
pair of bars, the filled bar is lower than the white bar). 
To directly assess performance benefits due to the visual cue, the thresholds with 
the visual cue present were subtracted from the corresponding threshold when no 
visual cue was present for each subject. The across-subject means of these values 
are shown in Figure 5.2D. Although the means of all these differences were positive, 
the benefit of the visual cue did not reach significance when target and masker were 
co-located, regardless of whether presentations were binaural or diotic (Figure 5.2D, 
leftmost two bars). However, the visual cue significantly improved performance when 
the sources were spatially separated for both the binaural and diotic presentations 
(Figure 5.2D, rightmost two bars; p < 0.05). 
5. 3. 2 Chorus masker 
When a chorus masker was present, performance in all conditions improved smoothly 
with TMR, just as with the noise masker; moreover, just as with the noise masker, 
there was a large improvement in performance due to spatial separation of the target 
and masker (in Figures 5.3A and 5.3B, the red lines are shifted to the left of the 
corresponding blue lines). As with the noise masker, when the target and chorus 
masker were co-located, there was no difference between diotic and binaural presen-
tations (in both Figures 5.3A and 5.3B, the solid and dashed blue lines fall on top 
of one another). However, performance was affected differently by presentation style 
(binaural vs. diotic) and the presence of visual cues for the chorus masker compared 
to the noise masker. Both with and without a visual cue, binaural presentation led 
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Figure 5-3: Subject performance in chorus-masked conditions. All 
values shown are mean ± SEM. a: Raw performance (percent correct 
vs. TMR) when the auditory stimulus was presented alone. b: Raw 
performance (percent correct vs. TMR) when the auditory stimulus 
was presented in conjunction with a visual cue. c: 60% threshold val-
ues derived from psychometric fits for auditory stimuli only (A, open 
bars), and auditory stimulus plus visual cue (A+ VC, filled bars) for 
the various spatial configurations. d: Visual cue benefit, calculated by 
subtracting thresholds for the auditory stimulus alone from the thresh-
olds for the auditory stimulus plus visual cue (i.e. , A+ VC- A). A 
star denotes that the mean is significantly greater than 0 (p < 0.05) , 
as determined by a right-tailed t-test. 
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to a large improvement in performance over diotic presentation of the target and 
a competing chorus masker (in Figures 5.3A and 5.3B, the solid red lines fall to 
the left of the corresponding dashed red lines). Comparing across Figures 5.3A and 
5.3B, performance was generally better when the visual cue was present than when 
there was no visual cue (results in Figure 5.4B are shifted leftward compared to the 
corresponding results in Figure 5.3A). This shift was smallest when spatially sepa-
rated stimuli were presented binaurally (compare solid red lines in Figures 5.3A and 
5.3B). Direct comparison of the thresholds derived from the psychometric functions 
(Figure 5.3C) confirms that spatial separation of target and masker improved target 
discrimination performance (the four bars to the right are lower than the four bars 
to the left). Binaural presentation improved performance over diotic presentation for 
the separated conditions both with and without a visual cue present (the rightmost 
white and filled bars are lower than the corresponding bars in the second pair from the 
right). However, presenting stimuli binaurally had no effect when the chorus masker 
was co-located with the target (the two leftmost white bars are similar, and the two 
leftmost filled bars are similar). When the visual cue was present, thresholds were 
generally lower than when there was no visual cue (the filled bars are generally lower 
than the corresponding white bars). The mean across-subject improvement in per-
formance due to the presence of the visual cues is shown in Figure 5.3D. Visual cues 
significantly improved performance in three of the four conditions (the three leftmost 
bars are all greater than zero; p < 0.05); only when the target and competing masker 
were spatially separated and presented binaurally, so that the target was perceived as 
coming from a different direction than the competing chorus masker, was the effect 
of the visual cue insignificant. 
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5.4 Discussion 
This study examined the ability of listeners to identify target stimuli in the presence 
of an ongoing background masker and explored how a simple visual cue informing 
the listener of when to listen influences identification. Given past work showing dif-
ferences in the kinds of perceptual interference that can arise with different kinds of 
maskers, we compared the ability to identify a birdsong in the presence of a steady-
state noise masker (which primarily causes energetic masking) and a chorus masker 
(which is thought to primarily disrupt sound segregation and selective attention to 
the target). We found that the introduction of a visual cue supplying timing informa-
tion about the target aided listeners when the masker was noise and the target and 
masker were separated in space, regardless of whether the target and masker were 
perceived as separated in space (binaural) or when there was a diotic presentation 
of t he better-ear signal to both ears. In contrast, when the masker was a chorus of 
birdsongs, the visual cue aided listeners only when the target and masker were per-
ceived as originating from the same location (i.e., in the co-located conditions and in 
the separated, diotically presented condition) , and not when the target and masker 
were perceived as originating from two separate spatial locations. 
5.4.1 Spatial separation provides different benefits for different kinds of 
maskers 
For both types of maskers and in all listening conditions, spatially separating the tar-
get from the masker improved performance. A large part of this benefit comes about 
not from the neural processing of spatial cues, per se, but rather the improvement 
in TMR at the acoustically better ear. This can be seen directly by considering the 
diotic stimulus results. For both a steady-state noise masker and a complex masker 
and for both presentations with visual cues and without visual cues, performance for 
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diotic stimuli was much better when sources were spatially separated than when they 
were co-located. Given that in the diotic presentations the target and masker both 
sound as if they are at midline, this large improvement can be attributed to purely 
acoustic effects on the TMR at the acoustically better ear; there are no binaural or 
spatial perceptual effects in diotic presentations (e.g., see Best et al., 2005). 
When target and masker were co-located, diotic and binaural presentations yielded 
similar performance, as expected. When sources were spatially separated, providing 
binaural cues that allowed target and masker to be perceived at different locations, 
performance improved beyond the acoustic better-ear improvements seen for diotic 
presentation. We found that improvements due to binaural presentation depended on 
the kind of masker. When the masker was steady-state noise and energetic masking 
was the primary form of interference, the benefit of binaural presentation was very 
small, on the order of one dB at threshold. In contrast, when the target song was 
played along with a chorus, the improvements obtained by presenting the sources 
binaurally rather than diotically were larger, on the order of 4-8 dB. Statistical tests 
confirm that for spatially separated target and masker in absence of a visual cue, 
the benefit of binaural presentation over diotic presentation is larger for the chorus 
masker than for the noise masker (paired t-test, p < 0.05). These results replicate 
those of a previous study that also directly compared the contributions of better-ear 
acoustics and spatial perception to spatial unmasking for different maskers (Best et al., 
2005). In that study, the target and masker turned on and off simultaneously, which 
both removes temporal uncertainty about when to listen and might promote grouping 
target and masker into one auditory object. However, for a steady-state noise masker, 
the target tends to be easily discriminable from the rest of the sound mixture, no 
matter what the temporal structure of the stimuli . Perceptually, the dissimilarity 
between a complex target and a noise masker reduces temporal uncertainty about 
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when the target occurs (in the current study) and counteracts the tendency for target 
and masker to be heard as a single object (in the previous study). Thus, it makes 
sense that the effects of spatial unmasking in the presence of a noise masker are 
similar across the two studies. For the chorus masker, segregating and attending to 
the target song should be difficult whether the onsets and offsets of target and masker 
are simultaneous (as in the previous study) or the target comes on at a random, 
unpredictable time (as in the current study) . In both cases, spatial perception is likely 
to help listeners selectively attend to t he target , above any benefits of the acoustically 
better ear. Again, it makes sense that spatial unmasking plays out similarly here and 
in this previous study. Our results are also consistent with past studies showing that 
spatial unmasking is greater in the presence of a masker that is similar to the target 
t han in the presence of an energetic masker (e.g., see Kidd et al., 1998; Freyman 
et al. , 1999; Arbogast et al., 2002). Together, these studies show that in everyday 
situations, spatial separation of competing sources improves performance through 
improvements in the TMR at the better ear, no matter what kind of competing sounds 
are present; however, when masking sounds are similar to the target, perceiving 
sources from different directions yields additional improvements in performance by 
helping segregate target from masker and providing a cue t hat can allow listeners to 
direct selective attention. 
5.4.2 Visual cues provide different benefits for different kinds of maskers 
We hypothesized that a simple visual cue that only provided timing (onset and offset) 
information about the target would be beneficial in situations where it is hard to select 
the target from an ongoing masker (i.e., when the target and masker are not perceived 
as spatially separated or when target and masker are difficult to differentiate based 
on their spectrotemporal properties). 
When the target and noise masker were co-located, we saw no significant benefit 
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of visual cues; however, visual cues improved performance when sources were spa-
tially separated, regardless of whether the stimulus presentation was the better-ear 
signal presented diotically or was the full binaural signal. These benefits may be 
the result of cross-modal enhancement (Stein and Meredith, 1993) , in which near-
threshold auditory signals are perceptually enhanced by synchronous visual inputs. 
It is possible that when there is only energetic masking and target and masker are 
not otherwise confusable, cross-modal enhancement is maximally beneficial when the 
auditory input is at a very low absolute level: for the separated configurations , the 
target was presented about 16 dB lower at threshold on average than in the co-located 
conditions. Consistent with this explanation, the visual cue provided, if anything, a 
greater benefit for spatially separated sources when presented binaurally, which had 
the lowest threshold overall, than when presented diotically. The magnitude of the 
benefit we observed, which was on the order of a few dB, is in the range found by 
other studies examining the benefits of visual cues for the detection and identification 
of speech in noise (e.g., Sumby and Pollack, 1954; Grant and Seitz , 2000; Helfer and 
Freyman, 2005). 
When the masker was a chorus of birdsongs and thus easily confusable with the 
target, the visual cue provided a significant benefit when the t arget and masker were 
perceived as coming from the same location (for both binaural and diotic presen-
tations of the co-located configuration, and for diotic presentation of the spatially 
separated configuration) . Only when the masker was perceived as coming from a 
different direction than the target did the visual cue fail to provide any significant 
benefit to target identification. Perceived spatial separation can yield large benefits 
for listeners in complex settings; it improves the ability to understand and recognize a 
target in the presence of an otherwise confusable masker (Kidd et al. , 1994; Freyman 
et al., 1999; Best et al. , 2005) , presumably by helping to segregate the target from 
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the masker and allowing listeners to focus selective attention on the target (Shinn-
Cunningham, 2008). The current results might suggest that visual cues for when to 
listen provide benefits that are similar to spatial cues, helping listeners to focus on the 
song syllables that correspond to the target song and segregate target from masker. 
In this view, visual cues for when to listen are helpful when target and masker are 
not already perceptually segregated; however, if other cues are present that promote 
target segregation from the chorus, such as perceived differences in location, visual 
cues are redundant and provide no significant benefit. 
The differences in how visual cues improve performance for a steady-state masker 
and for a chorus masker highlight the different ways in which competing sounds can 
interfere with the ability to understand complex signals. When a masker is energetic, 
the primary limitation is in detecting target energy. In this case, visual cues may 
benefit listeners when the target is low in intensity and detecting the target energy 
is difficult. Visual cues can also help improve detection by helping a listener focus 
on the target elements, an effect that is strong even when the target elements are 
supra-threshold and clearly audible; however, such benefits are not observed if some 
other feature, such as location, is available to help guide selective auditory attention. 
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Chapter 6 
General Discussion 
The previous four chapters presented results from our investigations of the role of 
attention on cortical and subcortical structures, the nature of non-verbal short-term 
memory, and the role that visual cues play in aiding humans under different listening 
conditions. Our results indicate that selective attention affects cortical activity, but 
may not affect brainstem responses in a way that can be detected using EEG (Chap-
ter 2). We_ found that there are differences in the way pitched tones and natural 
sounds are stored in short-term memory and that these results can be explained in 
terms of auditory stream formation, providing experimental evidence for a theory first 
suggested by Bregman and Campbell (1971) (Chapter 3). However, we were unable 
to find a physiological correlate of these differences in memory formation (Chapter 4). 
Finally, we observed that visual cues benefit listeners when energetic masking limits 
their ability to perform a discrimination task by lowering the audibility threshold, 
possibly in a bottom-up manner. We also found that these cues are beneficial when 
the target is easily confusable with other stimuli. We believe that this particular 
enhancement of target discriminability due to the visual cue aided listeners in the 
same way that spatial perception did in that it helped listeners direct attention and 
thus aided the formation and selection of auditory objects (Chapter 5). 
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6.1 The difficulties in linking electrophysiology to behavior 
in human subjects 
One of the ultimate goals of combining psyschophysics and functional imaging meth-
ods such as EEG is to find the neural mechanisms or neural correlates of the effects 
seen in behavioral tasks. However, rarely are results as clean and explanations as par-
simonious as those reported in Vogel and Machizawa (2004), for instance, in which 
the neural responses recorded using EEG provided convincing support for earlier be-
havioral evidence indicating that the short-term memory limit is about 4 items (Luck 
and Vogel, 1997; Vogel et al., 2001; Cowan, 2001) rather 5-9 items (Miller, 1956). 
We hypothesized that the ability to form a perceptual stream affects auditory 
short-term memory performance in that stream formation determines how an item 
is stored (as one item or multiple items). We had hoped to find convincing support 
for this idea when we undertook the EEG experiment comparing pitched tones and 
natural sound storage (Chapter 4), especially since the behavioral data on the same 
task (Chapter 3) had shown such large differences across the two stimulus conditions. 
However, we were unable to find any neural correlates for short-term memory reten-
tion in our EEG experiments for the group as a whole, even though hints of such 
effects were present in the datasets for a minority of subjects. It may be that subject 
motivation may have played a role in obscuring any effects, a factor that often does 
not seem to be well controlled in psychophysical or functional imaging experiments 
on humans. 
Human communication is goal-driven. When actively listening to an individual at 
a cocktail party, one 's goal might be to understand what someone else is saying for the 
purposes of carrying on a conversation, to eavesdrop, or to learn something. In other 
words, there is some motivating factor associated with the exertion of cognitive effort 
required to actively listen. The negative consequences of being unable to or unwilling 
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to actively attend to a source of speech might be the negative feelings associated 
with social isolation, as hearing impaired listeners often explain (Shinn-Cunningham, 
2009). However, when attempting to study the underlying factors driving communi-
cation in a laboratory setting, this incentive does not exist. Voluntary participation in 
psychological or psychophysical experiments is usually driven by the desire for finan-
cial compensation or for classroom credit, and the reward is typically only contingent 
on completing the experiment, not on how well listeners perform. These problems 
are compounded in experiments involving the top-down control of attention, in which 
task performance is used to determine whether subjects can focus (or are willingly fo-
cusing) their attention properly. The data from our EEG experiments is evidence that 
this might not be enough- our selective listening experiment described in Chapter 2 
provides an example of such a situation, where we found attention to be consistently 
modulated without a correlated change in task performance. Similarly, even if listen-
ers performed well on the same/different task described in Chapter 4, the overall level 
of attentiveness exhibited by subjects might cause higher levels of background "noise" 
that are strong enough to mask experiment-related effects from being observed in the 
oscillatory activity (see Knyazev, 2007 for a review of factors affecting each frequency 
band). As such, the modulations that we expected to see in the alpha band might 
have been masked by changes in the same frequency region due to a subject's overall 
level of arousal, which might have fluctuated throughout the recording session. 
One solution might be to incentivize performance on these tasks. This strategy is 
already in use in behaving animal studies on auditory perception, in which accurate 
performance on a task is linked to some reward such as food or water (e.g., Fritz 
et al., 2003). By tying performance on the task to some small financial bonus within 
ethical human use guidelines, for example, one source of noise in the EEG recordings 
might then be mitigated due to the monetary incentive to stay alert during the task. 
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It may be interesting to repeat the EEG studies described within this document with 
such a reward system in place to determine whether subject variability is reduced and 
different results are obtained. 
6.2 Applications of our findings to assistive devices 
The results presented in Chapter 2 indicate that cortical onset responses to speech 
during selective listening are separable based on where a listener is directing his or 
her attention. We believe that classifiers based on this kind of attentional modula-
tion could be useful for the purposes of controlling attention-based brain-computer 
interfaces (BCI) . Much of the BCI literature has focused on the use of visual stimuli 
to generate the control signals required for cortical control of some input device into 
a computer. While this might be suitable in some cases, the use of visual stimuli be-
comes an issue when users have poor control over their eye muscles, as is the case for 
at least some patients with locked-in syndrome (Patterson and Grabois, 1986; Onofrj 
et al., 1997). Overt attention to a particular visual stimulus generates stronger con-
trol signals than covert attention (Kelly et al. , 2004), and in the absence of proper 
control over the muscles responsible for eye movement, foveation of the appropriate 
stimulus patch cannot occur. Furthermore, it seems like a poor idea to use visual 
stimuli to control a device like a wheelchair for reasons that are hopefully obvious 
to the reader. If visual stimuli can be successfully replaced by auditory stimuli , one 
can then offer a reliable method of BCI input to individuals who lack the ability 
to foveate on a stimulus, and also provide a mechanism where visual attention does 
not have to be switched between the real world and a screen displaying such stimuli. 
Our results generalize the findings that binary classification can be achieved on the 
signals arising from attending to one auditory stimulus or another after considering 
just a few seconds worth of data (Hill and Scholkopf, 2012; Choi et al., 2013); while 
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these previous studies have used tones, we have shown that the same type of discrim-
ination can be achieved using speech tokens. An example of a BCI implementation 
using speech might be one where a listener should attend to a speech token or stream 
corresponding to some desired input. For instance, one speech stream might be "left, 
left, left" and the other might be "right, right, right," and attention to one of the two 
speech streams would result in a computer cursor moving in that direction. 
It remains to be seen whether this sort of classification scheme can be generalized 
to non-binary decisions. Given our findings in Chapter 5 in conjunction with the 
breadth of literature examining the benefits of spatial perception (e.g., Freyman et al., 
1999; Brungart and Simpson, 2002; Best et al., 2005; Marrone et al., 2008), one 
possibility to achieve such control is to present multiple sound stimuli simulated at 
different spatial locations, and using the cortical signals to determine which spatial 
location a listener is attending to in order to determine an input to a BCI. The use of 
spatial perception or cross-modal (audio-visual) stimuli may additionally aid listeners 
in switching attention (rather than just aiding them in holding their attention on a 
position) and thus enable discrete inputs to a cortically controlled computer to be 
made more rapidly. 
6.3 Future work 
While opportunities for future research in the areas described by each chapter have 
been touched upon briefly within each chapter, we offer a summary of these open 
questions here. 
While attention to a speech stream during dichotic stimulus presentation resulted 
in cortical responses that could be accurately classified, the digit onsets were at fixed 
temporal intervals relative to one another. It remains to be seen whether accurate 
classification can be achieved using onset responses can be achieved for natural speech 
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at non-fixed onset rates, as well as whether classification can be achieved when there 
are more than two speech streams present in a mixture. Furthermore, while atten-
tion was not found to modulate the brainstem responses acquired using EEG, other 
recording methods have found that attention may have selective effects on specific 
brainstem structures (e.g., Oatman and Anderson, 1980; Rinne et al., 2008). Fur-
ther research is required to confirm such findings and determine the role of top-down 
attentional modulation on peripheral neural activity, perhaps using methods with 
better spatial resolution than EEG. 
We obtained behavioral evidence suggesting that the differences in performance 
on a temporal order judgment task and a Sternberg-like present/absent task can be 
explained by whether each sequence forms a stream or not; in particular, pitched 
tone sequences are perceived as a single stream, while natural sound sequences are 
perceived as multiple discrete sound sources. This hypothesis can be tested more 
extensively by using tone sequences that do not form a perceptual stream (e.g., by 
spatializing different portions of the sequence to induce the perception of multiple 
sound sources, or by using tone components with different timbres). If our hypothesis 
regarding stream formation and memory is correct, such manipulations might make 
performance on the pitched tone tasks more like performance on the natural sound 
tasks. Functional imaging experiments may provide additional evidence and would 
aid in making conclusions about the nature of short-term memory for auditory stimuli. 
Work is currently being undertaken within our laboratory to expand upon our original 
behavior task and reconcile our findings regarding memory for auditory stimuli with 
theories on visual short-term memory. 
Finally, we observed that when listeners are attempting to detect and identify a 
spectrotemporally complex sound, visual cues and spatial perception interact to pro-
vide different benefits to the listener depending on whether masking is energetic or 
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whether masking leads to failures in selecting the object out of the complex auditory 
scene. From a basic science perspective, one potential path of study (as originally 
suggested in Best et al., 2005) might be to determine whether zebra finches (whose 
songs were used in the experiment) actually use such cues in the same way that hu-
man listeners do - in other words, to examine whether birds solve the cocktail party 
in a manner similar to humans. Zebra finches can be trained to perform simple tasks 
(e.g., Radziwon et al., 2011), allowing for simplified versions of the behavioral exper-
iments typically conducted on humans to be performed using birds. Furthermore, it 
is possible to obtain neural data from awake, behaving birds (Menardy et al., 2012), 
and suggests that one might be able to examine the neural modulations that are 
associated with the use of spatial and visual cues in finches and other birds, similar 
to the way EEG might be used to examine neural modulations during listening tasks 
in humans. Future research into the applications of these findings and other findings 
related to spatial perception might involve the investigation of how such cues can aid 
user interface designs in attention-based BCis or other devices that rely on reading 
the listeners attentive state. Such possibilities are currently being explored as a way 
to improve upon the "Unlock Project" BCI being developed at Boston University 
(Lorenz, 2012). 
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